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All 8s Starting P- 

PABULUMS ABLMPSUU PABULUM, food (substance taken into body to maintain life and growth) [n] 

PACHADOM AACDHMOP pashadom (rank of pasha) [n -S] 

PACHALIC AACCHILP pashalik (territory of pasha) [n -S] 

PACHINKO ACHIKNOP Japanese pinball game [n -S] 

PACHISIS ACHIIPSS PACHISI, board game of India [n] 

PACHOULI ACHILOPU East Indian herb [n -S] 

PACHUCOS ACCHOPSU PACHUCO, flashy Mexican-American youth [n] 

PACIFIED ACDEFIIP PACIFY, to make peaceful [v] 

PACIFIER ACEFIIPR one that pacifies (to make peaceful) [n -S] 

PACIFIES ACEFIIPS PACIFY, to make peaceful [v] 

PACIFISM ACFIIMPS opposition to war or violence [n -S] 

PACIFIST ACFIIPST advocate of pacifism [n -S] 

PACKABLE AABCEKLP PACK, to put into receptacle for transportation or storage [adj] 

PACKAGED AACDEGKP PACKAGE, to make into package (wrapped or boxed object) [v] 

PACKAGER AACEGKPR one that packages (to make into package (wrapped or boxed object)) [n -S] 

PACKAGES AACEGKPS PACKAGE, to make into package (wrapped or boxed object) [v] 

PACKETED ACDEEKPT PACKET, to make into small package [v] 

PACKINGS ACGIKNPS PACKING, material used to pack [n] 

PACKNESS ACEKNPSS intimacy (state of being closely associated) [n -ES] 

PACKSACK AACCKKPS carrying bag to be worn on back [n -S] 

PACTIONS ACINOPST PACTION, pact (agreement (act of agreeing)) [n] 

PADDINGS ADDGINPS PADDING, material with which to pad [n] 

PADDLERS ADDELPRS PADDLER, one that paddles (to propel with broad-bladed implement) [n] 

PADDLING ADDGILNP act of one who paddles [n -S] / PADDLE, to propel with broad-bladed implement [v] 

PADDOCKS ACDDKOPS PADDOCK, to confine in enclosure for horses [v] 

PADISHAH AADHHIPS sovereign [n -S] 

PADLOCKS ACDKLOPS PADLOCK, to secure with type of lock [v] 

PADRONAS AADNOPRS PADRONA, female boss or employer [n] 

PADRONES ADENOPRS PADRONE, master or boss [n] 

PADSHAHS AADHHPSS PADSHAH, padishah (sovereign) [n] 

PADUASOY AADOPSUY strong silk fabric [n -S] 

PAEANISM AAEIMNPS chanting of paean [n -S] 

PAESANOS AAENOPSS PAESANO, fellow countryman [n] 

PAGANDOM AADGMNOP realm of pagans [n -S] 

PAGANISE AAEGINPS to paganize (to make irreligious) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAGANISH AAGHINPS resembling pagan (follower of polytheistic religion) [adj] 

PAGANISM AAGIMNPS irreligious attitude [n -S] 

PAGANIST AAGINPST pagan (follower of polytheistic religion) [n -S] 

PAGANIZE AAEGINPZ to make irreligious [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PAGEANTS AAEGNPST PAGEANT, elaborate public spectacle [n] 

PAGEBOYS ABEGOPSY PAGEBOY, woman's hairstyle [n] 

PAGEFULS AEFGLPSU PAGEFUL, as much as page can hold [n] 

PAGINATE AAEGINPT to number pages of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PAGURIAN AAGINPRU hermit crab [n -S] 

PAGURIDS ADGIPRSU PAGURID, pagurian (hermit crab) [n] 

PAHLAVIS AAHILPSV PAHLAVI, former coin of Iran [n] 
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PAHOEHOE AEEHHOOP smooth solidified lava [n -S] 

PAILFULS AFILLPSU PAILFUL, as much as pail can hold [n] 

PAILLARD AADILLPR slice of meat pounded thin and grilled [n -S] 

PAILSFUL AFILLPSU PAILFUL, as much as pail can hold [n] 

PAINCHES ACEHINPS PAINCH, paunch (belly or abdomen) [n] 

PAINLESS AEILNPSS not causing pain [adj] 

PAINTBOX ABINOPTX box holding dry paints [n -ES] 

PAINTERS AEINPRST PAINTER, one that paints (to make representation of with paints (coloring substances)) [n] 

PAINTIER AEIINPRT PAINTY, covered with paint [adj] 

PAINTING AGIINNPT PAINT, to make representation of with paints (coloring substances) [v] / picture made with paints [n -S] 

PAIRINGS AGIINPRS PAIRING, matching of two opponents in tournament [n] 

PAIRWISE AEIIPRSW in sets of two [adv] 

PAISANAS AAAINPSS PAISANA, female compatriot [n] 

PAISANOS AAINOPSS PAISANO, fellow countryman [n] 

PAISLEYS AEILPSSY PAISLEY, patterned wool fabric [n] 

PAJAMAED AAADEJMP wearing pajamas (garment for sleeping or lounging) [adj] 

PALABRAS AAABLPRS PALABRA, word [n] 

PALADINS AADILNPS PALADIN, knightly champion [n] 

PALATALS AAALLPST PALATAL, bone of palate [n] 

PALATIAL AAAILLPT resembling palace (royal residence) [adj] 

PALATINE AAEILNPT high officer of empire [n -S] 

PALAVERS AAELPRSV PALAVER, to chatter (to talk rapidly and trivially) [v] 

PALAZZOS AALOPSZZ wide-legged pants for women [n -S] 

PALEFACE AACEEFLP white person [n -S] 

PALENESS AEELNPSS quality of being pale (lacking intensity of color) [n -S] 

PALEOCON ACELNOOP extremely right-wing conservative [n -S] 

PALEOSOL AELLOOPS layer of ancient soil [n -S] 

PALESTRA AAELPRST school for athletics in ancient Greece [n -E, -S] 

PALETOTS AELOPSTT PALETOT, loose overcoat [n] 

PALETTES AEELPSTT PALETTE, board on which artist mixes colors [n] 

PALEWAYS AAELPSWY palewise (vertically (in vertical manner)) [adv] 

PALEWISE AEEILPSW vertically (in vertical manner) [adv] 

PALFREYS AEFLPRSY PALFREY, riding horse [n] 

PALIKARS AAIKLPRS PALIKAR, Greek soldier [n] 

PALIMONY AILMNOPY allowance paid to one member of unmarried couple who have separated [n -NIES] 

PALINODE ADEILNOP formal retraction [n -S] 

PALISADE AADEILPS to fortify with heavy fence [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PALLADIA AAADILLP safeguards [n PALLADIA] 

PALLADIC AACDILLP pertaining to metallic element palladium [adj] 

PALLETED ADEELLPT PALLET, to place on platforms for storage or moving [v] 

PALLETTE AEELLPTT piece of armor protecting armpit [n -S] 

PALLIATE AAEILLPT to conceal seriousness of [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PALLIDER ADEILLPR PALLID, pale (lacking intensity of color) [adj] 

PALLIDLY ADILLLPY PALLID, pale (lacking intensity of color) [adv] 

PALLIEST AEILLPST PALLY, marked by close friendship [adj] 

PALLIUMS AILLMPSU PALLIUM, cloak worn in ancient Rome [n] 

PALMATED AADELMPT palmate (resembling open hand) [adj] 
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PALMBALL AABLLLMP baseball pitched from palm and thumb [n -S] 

PALMETTE AEELMPTT type of ornament [n -S] 

PALMETTO AELMOPTT tropical tree [n -ES, -S] 

PALMFULS AFLLMPSU PALMFUL, as much as palm can hold [n] 

PALMIERS AEILMPRS PALMIER, pastry shaped like palm leaf [n] 

PALMIEST AEILMPST PALMY, marked by prosperity [adj] 

PALMISTS AILMPSST PALMIST, fortune-teller [n] 

PALMITIN AIILMNPT chemical compound [n -S] 

PALMLIKE AEIKLLMP resembling palm tree [adj] 

PALMTOPS ALMOPPST PALMTOP, small computer that fits in palm of hand [n] 

PALMYRAS AALMPRSY PALMYRA, tropical tree [n] 

PALOMINO AILMNOOP horse with golden coat and white mane [n -S] 

PALOOKAS AAKLOOPS PALOOKA, inferior boxer [n] 

PALPABLE AABELLPP capable of being felt [adj] 

PALPABLY AABLLPPY PALPABLE, capable of being felt [adv] 

PALPATED AADELPPT PALPATE, to examine by touch [v] 

PALPATES AAELPPST PALPATE, to examine by touch [v] 

PALPATOR AALOPPRT one that palpates (to examine by touch) [n -S] 

PALPEBRA AABELPPR eyelid (lid of skin that can be closed over eyeball) [n -E, -S] 

PALPUSES AELPPSSU PALPUS, sensory organ of arthropod [n] 

PALSHIPS AHILPPSS PALSHIP, relation existing between close friends [n] 

PALSIEST AEILPSST PALSY, friendly in way that is not proper or sincere [adj] 

PALSYING AGILNPSY PALSY, to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v] 

PALTERED ADEELPRT PALTER, to talk or act insincerely [v] 

PALTERER AEELPRRT one that palters (to talk or act insincerely) [n -S] 

PALTRIER AEILPRRT PALTRY, petty (insignificant) [adj] 

PALTRILY AILLPRTY PALTRY, petty (insignificant) [adv] 

PALUDISM ADILMPSU malaria (infectious disease) [n -S] 

PAMPEANS AAEMNPPS PAMPEAN, native of pampas [n] 

PAMPERED ADEEMPPR PAMPER, to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence [v] 

PAMPERER AEEMPPRR one that pampers (to treat with extreme or excessive indulgence) [n -S] 

PAMPEROS AEMOPPRS PAMPERO, cold, dry wind [n] 

PAMPHLET AEHLMPPT to distribute pamphlets (small informative leaflets or booklets) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PANACEAN AAACENNP PANACEA, remedy for all diseases or ills [adj] 

PANACEAS AAACENPS PANACEA, remedy for all diseases or ills [n] 

PANACHES AACEHNPS PANACHE, ornamental tuft of feathers [n] 

PANATELA AAAELNPT long, slender cigar [n -S] 

PANBROIL ABILNOPR to fry in pan with little or no fat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PANCAKED AACDEKNP PANCAKE, to land airplane in certain manner [v] 

PANCAKES AACEKNPS PANCAKE, to land airplane in certain manner [v] 

PANCETTA AACENPTT unsmoked Italian bacon [n -S] 

PANCREAS AACENPRS large gland [n -ES] 

PANDANUS AADNNPSU tropical plant [n -NI, -ES] 

PANDECTS ACDENPST PANDECT, complete body of laws [n] 

PANDEMIC ACDEIMNP widespread disease [n -S] 

PANDERED ADDEENPR PANDER, to provide gratification for others' desires [v] 

PANDERER ADEENPRR one that panders (to provide gratification for others' desires) [n -S] 
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PANDOORS ADNOOPRS PANDOOR, pandour (marauding soldier) [n] 

PANDORAS AADNOPRS PANDORA, bandore (ancient lute) [n] 

PANDORES ADENOPRS PANDORE, bandore (ancient lute) [n] 

PANDOURS ADNOPRSU PANDOUR, marauding soldier [n] 

PANDOWDY ADDNOPWY apple dessert [n -DIES] 

PANDURAS AADNPRSU PANDURA, bandore (ancient lute) [n] 

PANDYING ADGINNPY PANDY, to punish by striking hand [v] 

PANELESS AEELNPSS lacking panes (sheet of glass for window) [adj] 

PANELING AEGILNNP material with which to panel [n -S] / PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material [v] 

PANELIST AEILNPST member of discussion or advisory group [n -S] 

PANELLED ADEELLNP PANEL, to decorate with thin sheets of material [v] 

PANETELA AAEELNPT panatela (long, slender cigar) [n -S] 

PANFORTE AEFNOPRT hard spicy cake [n -S] 

PANFRIED ADEFINPR PANFRY, to fry in frying pan [v] 

PANFRIES AEFINPRS PANFRY, to fry in frying pan [v] 

PANGENES AEEGNNPS PANGENE, pangen (hypothetical heredity-controlling particle of protoplasm) [n] 

PANGOLIN AGILNNOP toothless mammal [n -S] 

PANGRAMS AAGMNPRS PANGRAM, sentence that includes all letters of alphabet [n] 

PANHUMAN AAHMNNPU pertaining to all humanity [adj] 

PANICKED ACDEIKNP PANIC, to be overwhelmed by fear [v] 

PANICLED ACDEILNP PANICLE, loosely branched flower cluster [adj] 

PANICLES ACEILNPS PANICLE, loosely branched flower cluster [n] 

PANICUMS ACIMNPSU PANICUM, grass [n] 

PANMIXES AEIMNPSX PANMIXIS, panmixia (random mating within breeding population) [n] 

PANMIXIA AAIIMNPX random mating within breeding population [n -S] 

PANMIXIS AIIMNPSX panmixia (random mating within breeding population) [n -XES] 

PANNIERS AEINNPRS PANNIER, large basket [n] 

PANNIKIN AIIKNNNP small saucepan [n -S] 

PANNISTS AINNPSST PANNIST, person who plays steel drum [n] 

PANOCHAS AACHNOPS PANOCHA, coarse Mexican sugar [n] 

PANOCHES ACEHNOPS PANOCHE, panocha (coarse Mexican sugar) [n] 

PANOPTIC ACINOPPT including everything visible in one view [adj] 

PANORAMA AAAMNOPR complete view [n -S] 

PANPIPES AEINPPPS PANPIPE, musical instrument [n] 

PANSOPHY AHNOPPSY universal knowledge [n -HIES] 

PANTALET AAELNPTT long underpants trimmed with ruffles [n -S] 

PANTHEON AEHNNOPT temple dedicated to all gods [n -S] 

PANTHERS AEHNPRST PANTHER, leopard (large, carnivorous feline mammal) [n] 

PANTILED ADEILNPT PANTILE, roofing tile [adj] 

PANTILES AEILNPST PANTILE, roofing tile [n] 

PANTOFLE AEFLNOPT slipper (light, low shoe) [n -S] 

PANTOUMS AMNOPSTU PANTOUM, verse form [n] 

PANTRIES AEINPRST PANTRY, closet or room for storing kitchen utensils [n] 

PANTSUIT AINPSTTU type of woman's suit [n -S] 

PAPACIES AACEIPPS PAPACY, office of pope [n] 

PAPADAMS AAADMPPS PAPADAM, papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n] 

PAPADOMS AADMOPPS PAPADOM, papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n] 
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PAPADUMS AADMPPSU PAPADUM, thin, crisp bread of India [n] 

PAPALIST AAILPPST advocate of papal supremacy [n -S] 

PAPASANS AAANPPSS PAPASAN, bowllike chair [n] 

PAPERBOY ABEOPPRY newsboy (boy who delivers or sells newspapers) [n -S] 

PAPERERS AEEPPRRS PAPERER, one that papers (to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp)) [n] 

PAPERING AEGINPPR PAPER, to cover or wrap with paper (thin sheet of material made of cellulose pulp) [v] 

PAPHIANS AAHINPPS PAPHIAN, prostitute [n] 

PAPILLAE AAEILLPP PAPILLA, nipple-like projection [n] 

PAPILLAR AAILLPPR PAPILLA, nipple-like projection [adj] 

PAPILLON AILLNOPP small dog having large ears [n -S] 

PAPOOSES AEOOPPSS PAPOOSE, Native American baby [n] 

PAPPADAM AAADMPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PAPPADUM AADMPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

PAPPIEST AEIPPPST PAPPY, resembling pap (soft food for infants) [adj] 

PAPPOOSE AEOOPPPS papoose (Native American baby) [n -S] 

PAPRICAS AACIPPRS PAPRICA, paprika (seasoning made from red peppers) [n] 

PAPRIKAS AAIKPPRS PAPRIKA, seasoning made from red peppers [n] / Hungarian stew [n -ES] 

PAPULOSE AELOPPSU PAPULE, pimple (inflamed swelling of skin) [adj] 

PAPULOUS ALOPPSUU PAPULE, pimple (inflamed swelling of skin) [adj] 

PAPYRIAN AAINPPRY PAPYRUS, tall aquatic plant [adj] 

PAPYRINE AEINPPRY PAPYRUS, tall aquatic plant [adj] 

PARABLES AABELPRS PARABLE, simple story conveying moral or religious lesson [n] 

PARABOLA AAABLOPR conic section [n -E, -S] 

PARACHOR AACHOPRR mathematical constant that relates molecular volume to surface tension [n -S] 

PARADERS AADEPRRS PARADER, one that parades (to march in public procession) [n] 

PARADIGM AADGIMPR pattern or example [n -S] 

PARADING AADGINPR PARADE, to march in public procession [v] 

PARADISE AADEIPRS place of extreme beauty or delight [n -S] 

PARADORS AADOPRRS PARADOR, inn in Spain [n] 

PARADROP AADOPPRR to deliver by parachute [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PARAFFIN AAFFINPR to coat with waxy substance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARAFOIL AAFILOPR fabric device that resembles parachute [n -S] 

PARAFORM AAFMOPRR substance used as antiseptic [n -S] 

PARAGOGE AAEGGOPR addition of sound or sounds at end of word [n -S] 

PARAGONS AAGNOPRS PARAGON, to compare with [v] 

PARAKEET AAEEKPRT small parrot [n -S] 

PARAKITE AAEIKPRT parachute kite for towing person through air by motorboat [n -S] 

PARALLAX AAALLPRX apparent optical displacement of object [n -ES] 

PARALLEL AAELLLPR to be similar or analogous to [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PARALYSE AAELPRSY to paralyze (to render incapable of movement) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PARALYZE AAELPRYZ to render incapable of movement [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PARAMENT AAEMNPRT ornamental vestment [n -A, -S] 

PARAMOUR AAMOPRRU illicit lover [n -S] 

PARANOEA AAAENOPR paranoia (mental disorder) [n -S] 

PARANOIA AAAINOPR mental disorder [n -S] 

PARANOIC AACINOPR paranoid (one affected with paranoia) [n -S] 

PARANOID AADINOPR one affected with paranoia [n -S] 
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PARAPETS AAEPPRST PARAPET, protective wall [n] 

PARAQUAT AAAPQRTU weed killer [n -S] 

PARAQUET AAEPQRTU parakeet (small parrot) [n -S] 

PARASAIL AAAILPRS to soar while harnessed to parachute towed by car or boat [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PARASANG AAAGNPRS Persian unit of distance [n -S] 

PARASHAH AAAHHPRS portion of Torah read on Sabbath [n -S, -SHIOTH, -SHOT, SHOTH] 

PARASHOT AAHOPRST PARASHAH, portion of Torah read on Sabbath [n -H] 

PARASITE AAEIPRST organism that lives and feeds on or in another organism [n -S] 

PARASOLS AALOPRSS PARASOL, small, light umbrella [n] 

PARATHAS AAAHPRST PARATHA, piece of unleavened bread fried on griddle [n] 

PARAVANE AAAENPRV underwater device used to cut cables [n -S] 

PARAWING AAGINPRW winglike parachute [n -S] 

PARAZOAN AAANOPRZ any of major division of multicellular animals [n -S] 

PARBAKED AABDEKPR PARBAKE, to bake partially [v] 

PARBAKES AABEKPRS PARBAKE, to bake partially [v] 

PARBOILS ABILOPRS PARBOIL, to cook partially by boiling for short time [v] 

PARCELED ACDEELPR PARCEL, to divide into parts or shares [v] 

PARCENER ACEENPRR joint heir [n -S] 

PARCHESI ACEHIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S] 

PARCHING ACGHINPR PARCH, to make very dry [v] 

PARCHISI ACHIIPRS pachisi (board game of India) [n -S] 

PARCLOSE ACELOPRS screen dividing areas in church [n -S] 

PARDNERS ADENPRRS PARDNER, chum; friend [n] 

PARDONED ADDENOPR PARDON, to release from liability for offense [v] 

PARDONER ADENOPRR one that pardons (to release from liability for offense) [n -S] 

PARECISM ACEIMPRS state of having male and female sexual organs beside or near each other [n -S] 

PAREIRAS AAEIPRRS PAREIRA, medicinal plant root [n] 

PARENTAL AAELNPRT pertaining to parent [adj] 

PARENTED ADEENPRT PARENT, to exercise functions of parent (father or mother) [v] 

PARERGON AEGNOPRR composition derived from larger work [n -GA] 

PARETICS ACEIPRST PARETIC, one affected with paresis [n] 

PARFAITS AAFIPRST PARFAIT, frozen dessert [n] 

PARFLESH AEFHLPRS rawhide soaked in lye to remove hair and dried [n -ES] 

PARFOCAL AACFLOPR having lenses with corresponding focal points in same plane [adj] 

PARGETED ADEEGPRT PARGET, to cover with plaster [v] 

PARGINGS AGGINPRS PARGING, thin coat of mortar or plaster for sealing masonry [n] 

PARHELIA AAEHILPR bright circular spots appearing on solar halo [n PARHELIA] 

PARHELIC ACEHILPR pertaining to parhelia (bright circular spots appearing on solar halo) [adj] 

PARIETAL AAEILPRT bone of skull [n -S] 

PARIETES AEEIPRST PARIES, wall of organ [n] 

PARISHES AEHIPRSS PARISH, ecclesiastical district [n] 

PARITIES AEIIPRST PARITY, equality (state of being equal (having same capability, quantity, or effect as another)) [n] 

PARKADES AADEKPRS PARKADE, multilevel structure for parking vehicles [n] 

PARKETTE AEEKPRTT small public park [n -S] 

PARKIEST AEIKPRST PARKY, chilly (cool (moderately cold)) [adj] 

PARKINGS AGIKNPRS PARKING, area in which vehicles may be left [n] 

PARKLAND AADKLNPR grassland region with isolated or grouped trees [n -S] 
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PARKLIKE AEIKKLPR resembling outdoor recreational area [adj] 

PARKOURS AKOPRRSU PARKOUR, sport of traversing environmental obstacles by running, climbing, or leaping [n] 

PARKWAYS AAKPRSWY PARKWAY, wide highway [n] 

PARLANCE AACELNPR manner of speaking [n -S] 

PARLANDO AADLNOPR sung in manner suggestive of speech [adj] 

PARLANTE AAELNPRT parlando (sung in manner suggestive of speech) [adj] 

PARLAYED AADELPRY PARLAY, to bet original wager and its winnings on subsequent event [v] 

PARLEYED ADEELPRY PARLEY, to discuss terms with enemy [v] 

PARLEYER AEELPRRY one that parleys (to discuss terms with enemy) [n -S] 

PARLOURS ALOPRRSU PARLOUR, parlor (room for entertainment of visitors) [n] 

PARMESAN AAEMNPRS hard, dry Italian cheese [n -S] 

PARODIED ADDEIOPR PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v] 

PARODIES ADEIOPRS PARODY, to imitate serious literary work for comic effect [v] 

PARODIST ADIOPRST one who parodies [n -S] 

PAROLEES AEELOPRS PAROLEE, one who is paroled [n] 

PAROLING AGILNOPR PAROLE, to release from prison before completion of imposed sentence [v] 

PARONYMS AMNOPRSY PARONYM, word having same root as another [n] 

PARONYMY AMNOPRYY state of being paronym (word having same root as another) [n -MIES] 

PAROQUET AEOPQRTU parakeet (small parrot) [n -S] 

PAROSMIA AAIMOPRS distortion of sense of smell [n -S] 

PAROTIDS ADIOPRST PAROTID, salivary gland [n] 

PAROTOID ADIOOPRT gland of certain toads and frogs [n -S] 

PAROXYSM AMOPRSXY sudden fit or attack [n -S] 

PARQUETS AEPQRSTU PARQUET, to furnish with floor of inlaid design [v] 

PARRIDGE ADEGIPRR porridge (soft food) [n -S] 

PARRIERS AEIPRRRS PARRIER, one that parries (to ward off blow) [n] 

PARRITCH ACHIPRRT porridge (soft food) [n -ES] 

PARROKET AEKOPRRT parakeet (small parrot) [n -S] 

PARROTED ADEOPRRT PARROT, to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding [v] 

PARROTER AEOPRRRT one that parrots (to repeat or imitate without thought or understanding) [n -S] 

PARRYING AGINPRRY PARRY, to ward off blow [v] 

PARSABLE AABELPRS PARSE, to describe and analyze grammatically [adj] 

PARSLEYS AELPRSSY PARSLEY, cultivated herb [n] 

PARSLIED ADEILPRS PARSLEY, cultivated herb [adj] 

PARSNIPS AINPPRSS PARSNIP, European herb [n] 

PARSONIC ACINOPRS PARSON, clergyman [adj] 

PARTAKEN AAEKNPRT PARTAKE, to participate [v] 

PARTAKER AAEKPRRT one that partakes (to participate) [n -S] 

PARTAKES AAEKPRST PARTAKE, to participate [v] 

PARTERRE AEEPRRRT section of theater [n -S] 

PARTIALS AAILPRST PARTIAL, simple component of complex tone [n] 

PARTIBLE ABEILPRT divisible [adj] 

PARTICLE ACEILPRT very small piece or part [n -S] 

PARTIERS AEIPRRST PARTIER, partyer (one that parties (to attend social gathering)) [n] 

PARTIEST AEIPRSTT PARTY, boisterous [adj] 

PARTINGS AGINPRST PARTING, division or separation [n] 

PARTISAN AAINPRST firm supporter of person, party, or cause [n -S] 
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PARTITAS AAIPRSTT PARTITA, set of related instrumental pieces [n] 

PARTIZAN AAINPRTZ partisan (firm supporter of person, party, or cause) [n -S] 

PARTLETS AELPRSTT PARTLET, woman's garment [n] 

PARTNERS AENPRRST PARTNER, to associate with in some activity of common interest [v] 

PARTYERS AEPRRSTY PARTYER, one that parties (to attend social gathering) [n] 

PARTYING AGINPRTY participation in party [n -S] / PARTY, to attend social gathering [v] 

PARVENUE AEENPRUV woman who is parvenu [n -S] 

PARVENUS AENPRSUV PARVENU, one who has suddenly risen above his class [n] 

PARVISES AEIPRSSV PARVIS, enclosed area in front of church [n] / PARVISE [n] 

PARVOLIN AILNOPRV oily liquid obtained from fish [n -S] 

PASCHALS AACHLPSS PASCHAL, candle used in certain religious ceremonies [n] 

PASHADOM AADHMOPS rank of pasha [n -S] 

PASHALIC AACHILPS pashalik (territory of pasha) [n -S] 

PASHALIK AAHIKLPS territory of pasha [n -S] 

PASHMINA AAHIMNPS wool obtained from Himalayan goats [n -S] 

PASQUILS AILPQSSU PASQUIL, satire or lampoon [n] 

PASSABLE AABELPSS fairly good or acceptable [adj] 

PASSABLY AABLPSSY PASSABLE, fairly good or acceptable [adv] 

PASSADES AADEPSSS PASSADE, turn of horse backward or forward on same ground [n] 

PASSADOS AADOPSSS PASSADO, forward thrust in fencing [n] 

PASSAGED AADEGPSS PASSAGE, to make voyage [v] 

PASSAGES AAEGPSSS PASSAGE, to make voyage [v] 

PASSBAND AABDNPSS frequency band that permits transmission with maximum efficiency [n -S] 

PASSBOOK ABKOOPSS bankbook (depositor's book) [n -S] 

PASSERBY ABEPRSSY one who passes by [n -RSBY] 

PASSIBLE ABEILPSS capable of feeling or suffering [adj] 

PASSINGS AGINPSSS PASSING, death (end of life) [n] 

PASSIONS AINOPSSS PASSION, intense emotion [n] 

PASSIVES AEIPSSSV PASSIVE, verb form [n] 

PASSKEYS AEKPSSSY PASSKEY, key that opens several different locks [n] 

PASSLESS AELPSSSS incapable of being traveled over or through [adj] 

PASSOVER AEOPRSSV lamb eaten at feast of Jewish holiday [n -S] 

PASSPORT AOPPRSST document allowing travel from one country to another [n -S] 

PASSUSES AEPSSSSU PASSUS, section of story or poem [n] 

PASSWORD ADOPRSSW secret word that must be spoken to gain admission [n -S] 

PASTERNS AENPRSST PASTERN, part of horse's foot [n] 

PASTEUPS AEPPSSTU PASTEUP, finished copy to be photographed for making printing plate [n] 

PASTICCI ACCIIPST pastiches (artistic work made of fragments from various sources) [n PASTICCI] 

PASTICHE ACEHIPST artistic work made of fragments from various sources [n -S] 

PASTIEST AEIPSSTT PASTY, pale and unhealthy in appearance [adj] 

PASTILLE AEILLPST lozenge (small, often medicated candy) [n -S] 

PASTIMES AEIMPSST PASTIME, recreational activity [n] 

PASTINAS AAINPSST PASTINA, type of macaroni (tubular pasta) [n] 

PASTINGS AGINPSST PASTING, beating (defeat) [n] 

PASTISES AEIPSSST PASTIS, French liqueur [n] 

PASTITSO AIOPSSTT Greek dish of ground meat, pasta, white sauce, and cheese [n -S] 

PASTLESS AELPSSST having no past [adj] 
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PASTNESS AENPSSST state of being past or gone by [n -ES] 

PASTORAL AALOPRST literary or artistic work that depicts country life [n -S] 

PASTORED ADEOPRST PASTOR, to serve as spiritual overseer of [v] 

PASTORLY ALOPRSTY befitting pastor (spiritual overseer) [adj] 

PASTRAMI AAIMPRST highly seasoned smoked beef [n -S] 

PASTRIES AEIPRSST PASTRY, sweet baked food [n] 

PASTROMI AIMOPRST pastrami (highly seasoned smoked beef) [n -S] 

PASTURAL AALPRSTU pertaining to pasture [adj] 

PASTURED ADEPRSTU PASTURE, to put in pasture (grazing area) [v] 

PASTURER AEPRRSTU one that pastures livestock [n -S] 

PASTURES AEPRSSTU PASTURE, to put in pasture (grazing area) [v] 

PATAGIAL AAAGILPT pertaining to patagium (wing membrane of bat) [adj] 

PATAGIUM AAGIMPTU wing membrane of bat [n -IA] 

PATAMARS AAAMPRST PATAMAR, sailing vessel [n] 

PATCHERS ACEHPRST PATCHER, one that patches (to mend or cover hole or weak spot in) [n] 

PATCHIER ACEHIPRT PATCHY, uneven in quality [adj] 

PATCHILY ACHILPTY PATCHY, uneven in quality [adv] 

PATCHING ACGHINPT PATCH, to mend or cover hole or weak spot in [v] 

PATELLAE AAEELLPT PATELLA, flat movable bone at front of knee [n] 

PATELLAR AAELLPRT PATELLA, flat movable bone at front of knee [adj] 

PATELLAS AAELLPST PATELLA, flat movable bone at front of knee [n] 

PATENTED ADEENPTT PATENT, to obtain patent (government grant protecting rights of inventor) on [v] 

PATENTEE AEEENPTT one that holds patent [n -S] 

PATENTLY AELNPTTY obviously (in obvious (easily perceived or understood) manner) [adv] 

PATENTOR AENOPRTT one that grants patent [n -S] 

PATERNAL AAELNPRT pertaining to father [adj] 

PATHETIC ACEHIPTT arousing pity [adj] 

PATHLESS AEHLPSST having no path [adj] 

PATHNAME AAEHMNPT description of where file is to be found [n -S] 

PATHOGEN AEGHNOPT any disease-producing organism [n -S] 

PATHOSES AEHOPSST PATHOS, quality that arouses feelings of pity or compassion [n] 

PATHWAYS AAHPSTWY PATHWAY, path (trodden way or track) [n] 

PATIENCE ACEEINPT quality of being patient (able to endure disagreeable circumstances without complaint) [n -S] 

PATIENTS AEINPSTT PATIENT, one who is under medical treatment [n] 

PATINAED AADEINPT PATINA, green film that forms on bronze [adj] 

PATINATE AAEINPTT to give patina to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PATINING AGIINNPT PATINE, to cover with patina [v] 

PATINIZE AEIINPTZ to patinate (to give patina to) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PATOOTIE AEIOOPTT buttocks (either of two rounded parts of rump) [n -S] 

PATRIATE AAEIPRTT to transfer (power of legislation) to autonomous country [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PATRIOTS AIOPRSTT PATRIOT, one who loves his country [n] 

PATRONAL AALNOPRT PATRON, regular customer [adj] 

PATRONLY ALNOPRTY PATRON, regular customer [adj] 

PATROONS ANOOPRST PATROON, landowner granted manorial rights under old Dutch law [n] 

PATTAMAR AAAMPRTT patamar (sailing vessel) [n -S] 

PATTENED ADEENPTT PATTEN, shoe having thick wooden sole [adj] 

PATTERED ADEEPRTT PATTER, to talk glibly or rapidly [v] 
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PATTERER AEEPRRTT one that patters (to talk glibly or rapidly) [n -S] 

PATTERNS AENPRSTT PATTERN, to make according to prescribed design [v] 

PATTYPAN AANPPTTY pan in which patties are baked [n -S] 

PATULENT AELNPTTU patulous (spreading; open) [adj] 

PATULOUS ALOPSTUU spreading; open [adj] 

PAULDRON ADLNOPRU piece of armor for shoulder [n -S] 

PAUNCHED ACDEHNPU PAUNCH, belly or abdomen [adj] 

PAUNCHES ACEHNPSU PAUNCH, belly or abdomen [n]  

PAUPERED ADEEPPRU PAUPER, to reduce to poverty [v] 

PAURAQUE AAEPQRUU long-tailed nocturnal bird [n -S] 

PAUROPOD ADOOPPRU any of class of minute many-legged animals [n -S] 

PAVEMENT AEEMNPTV paved surface [n -S] 

PAVILION AIILNOPV to cover with large tent [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PAVILLON AILLNOPV bell of wind instrument [n -S] 

PAVIOURS AIOPRSUV PAVIOUR, paver (one that paves (to cover with material that forms firm, level surface)) [n] 

PAVISERS AEIPRSSV PAVISER, soldier carrying pavis [n] 

PAVISSES AEIPSSSV PAVISSE, pavis (large medieval shield) [n] 

PAVLOVAS AALOPSVV PAVLOVA, meringue dessert [n] 

PAVONINE AEINNOPV resembling peacock [adj] 

PAWKIEST AEIKPSTW PAWKY, sly (crafty (skillful in deceiving)) [adj] 

PAWNABLE AABELNPW PAWN, to give as security for something borrowed [adj] 

PAWNAGES AAEGNPSW PAWNAGE, act of pawning [n] 

PAWNSHOP AHNOPPSW place where things are pawned (to give as security for something borrowed) [n -S] 

PAXWAXES AAEPSWXX PAXWAX, nuchal ligament of quadruped [n] 

PAYABLES AABELPSY accounts payable [n PAYABLES] 

PAYBACKS AABCKPSY PAYBACK, return on investment equal to original capital outlay [n] 

PAYCHECK ACCEHKPY check in payment of wages or salary [n -S] 

PAYDOWNS ADNOPSWY PAYDOWN, reduction of debt through repayment [n] 

PAYGRADE AADEGPRY grade of military personnel according to base pay scale [n -S] 

PAYLOADS AADLOPSY PAYLOAD, part of cargo producing income [n] 

PAYMENTS AEMNPSTY PAYMENT, something that is paid [n] 

PAYROLLS ALLOPRSY PAYROLL, list of employees entitled to payment [n] 

PAYSLIPS AILPPSSY PAYSLIP, brief record of employee's wages indicating deductions [n] 

PAYWALLS AALLPSWY PAYWALL, system that prevents access to website without paid subscription [n] 

PAZAZZES AAEPSZZZ PAZAZZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

PEABERRY ABEEPRRY coffee berry having single seed [n -RRIES] 

PEABRAIN AABEINPR stupid person [n -S] 

PEACEFUL ACEEFLPU undisturbed, calm [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

PEACENIK ACEEIKNP one who demonstrates against war [n -S] 

PEACHERS ACEEHPRS PEACHER, one that peaches (to inform against someone) [n] 

PEACHICK ACCEHIKP young peafowl [n -S] 

PEACHIER ACEEHIPR PEACHY, dandy (fine (excellent)) [adj] 

PEACHING ACEGHINP PEACH, to inform against someone [v] 

PEACOATS AACEOPST PEACOAT, heavy woolen jacket [n] 

PEACOCKS ACCEKOPS PEACOCK, to strut vainly [v] 

PEACOCKY ACCEKOPY flamboyant, showy [adj -KIER, -KIEST] 

PEAFOWLS AEFLOPSW PEAFOWL, large pheasant [n] 
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PEAKIEST AEEIKPST PEAKY, sickly (appearing as if sick) [adj] 

PEAKLESS AEEKLPSS having no peak (pointed top) [adj] 

PEAKLIKE AEEIKKLP resembling peak [adj] 

PEANUTTY AENPTTUY having taste of peanuts [n -TTIER, -TTIEST] 

PEARLASH AAEHLPRS alkaline compound [n -ES] 

PEARLERS AEELPRRS PEARLER, one that dives for pearls [n] 

PEARLIER AEEILPRR PEARLY, resembling pearl [adj] 

PEARLIES AEEILPRS teeth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n PEARLIES] 

PEARLING AEGILNPR PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

PEARLITE AEEILPRT cast-iron alloy [n -S] 

PEARMAIN AAEIMNPR variety of apple [n -S] 

PEARTEST AEEPRSTT PEART, lively (full of energy) [adj] 

PEARWOOD ADEOOPRW wood of pear tree [n -S] 

PEASANTS AAENPSST PEASANT, person of inferior social rank [n] 

PEASANTY AAENPSTY PEASANT, person of inferior social rank [adj] 

PEASCODS ACDEOPSS PEASCOD, peasecod (pea pod) [n] 

PEASECOD ACDEEOPS pea pod [n -S] 

PEATIEST AEEIPSTT PEATY, resembling or containing peat [adj] 

PEATLAND AADELNPT land consisting mostly of peat [n -S] 

PEBBLIER BBEEILPR PEBBLY, resembling pebbles [adj] 

PEBBLING BBEGILNP PEBBLE, to cover with pebbles (small, rounded stones) [v] 

PECCABLE ABCCEELP liable to sin [adj] 

PECCANCY ACCCENPY state of being peccant (sinful (marked by sin)) [n -CIES] 

PECCAVIS ACCEIPSV PECCAVI, confession of sin [n] 

PECKIEST CEEIKPST PECKY, marked by decay caused by fungi [adj] 

PECORINI CEIINOPR PECORINO, hard cheese made from sheep's milk [n] 

PECORINO CEINOOPR hard cheese made from sheep's milk [n -NI, -S] 

PECTASES ACEEPSST PECTASE, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

PECTATES ACEEPSTT PECTATE, chemical salt [n] 

PECTINES CEEINPST PECTEN, comblike anatomical part [n] 

PECTIZED CDEEIPTZ PECTIZE, to change into jelly [v] 

PECTIZES CEEIPSTZ PECTIZE, to change into jelly [v] 

PECTORAL ACELOPRT something worn on breast [n -S] 

PECULATE ACEELPTU to embezzle (to appropriate fraudulently to one's own use) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PECULIAR ACEILPRU something belonging exclusively to person [n -S] 

PECULIUM CEILMPUU private property [n -IA] 

PEDAGOGS ADEGGOPS PEDAGOG, teacher (one that teaches (to impart knowledge or skill to)) [n] 

PEDAGOGY ADEGGOPY work of teacher [n -GIES] 

PEDALERS ADEELPRS PEDALER, one that pedals (to operate by means of foot levers) [n] 

PEDALFER ADEEFLPR type of soil [n -S] 

PEDALIER ADEEILPR pedal keyboard of organ [n -S] 

PEDALING ADEGILNP PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

PEDALLED ADDEELLP PEDAL, to operate by means of foot levers [v] 

PEDALLER ADEELLPR pedaler (one that pedals (to operate by means of foot levers)) [n -S] 

PEDANTIC ACDEINPT PEDANT, one who flaunts his knowledge [adj] 

PEDANTRY ADENPRTY ostentatious display of knowledge [n -RIES] 

PEDATELY ADEELPTY PEDATE, resembling foot (terminal part of leg on which body stands and moves) [adv] 
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PEDDLERS DDEELPRS PEDDLER, one that peddles (to travel about selling wares) [n] 

PEDDLERY DDEELPRY trade of peddler [n -RIES] 

PEDDLING DDEGILNP PEDDLE, to travel about selling wares [v] 

PEDERAST ADEEPRST man who engages in sexual activities with boys [n -S] 

PEDESTAL ADEELPST to provide with architectural support or base [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PEDICABS ABCDEIPS PEDICAB, passenger vehicle that is pedaled [n] 

PEDICELS CDEEILPS PEDICEL, slender basal part of organism [n] 

PEDICLED CDDEEILP PEDICLE, pedicel (slender basal part of organism) [adj] 

PEDICLES CDEEILPS PEDICLE, pedicel (slender basal part of organism) [n] 

PEDICURE CDEEIPRU to administer cosmetic treatment to feet and toenails [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PEDIFORM DEFIMOPR shaped like foot [adj] 

PEDIGREE DEEEGIPR line of ancestors [n -S] 

PEDIMENT DEEIMNPT triangular architectural part [n -S] 

PEDIPALP ADEILPPP appendage of arachnid [n -S] 

PEDOCALS ACDELOPS PEDOCAL, type of soil [n] 

PEDOLOGY DEGLOOPY scientific study of behavior and development of children [n -GIES] 

PEDUNCLE CDEELNPU flower stalk [n -S] 

PEEBEENS BEEEENPS PEEBEEN, large hardwood evergreen tree [n] 

PEEKABOO ABEEKOOP children's game [n -S] 

PEEKAPOO AEEKOOPP dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle [n -S] 

PEELABLE ABEEELLP PEEL, to strip off outer covering of [adj] 

PEELINGS EEGILNPS PEELING, piece or strip that has been peeled off [n] 

PEENINGS EEGINNPS PEENING, action of treating sheet metal with metal shot in order to shape it [n] 

PEEPHOLE EEEHLOPP small opening through which one may look [n -S] 

PEEPSHOW EEHOPPSW exhibition viewed through small opening [n -S] 

PEERAGES AEEEGPRS PEERAGE, rank of nobleman [n] 

PEERLESS EEELPRSS having no equal [adj] 

PEESWEEP EEEEPPSW lapwing (shore bird) [n -S] 

PEETWEET EEEEPTTW wading bird [n -S] 

PEGBOARD ABDEGOPR board with holes for pegs [n -S] 

PEGBOXES BEEGOPSX PEGBOX, part of stringed instrument [n] 

PEIGNOIR EGIINOPR woman's gown [n -S] 

PEKEPOOS EEKOOPPS PEKEPOO, peekapoo (dog that is cross between Pekingese and poodle) [n] 

PELAGIAL AAEGILLP PELAGE, coat or covering of mammal [adj] 

PELAGICS ACEGILPS PELAGIC, inhabitant of ocean [n] 

PELERINE EEEILNPR woman's cape [n -S] 

PELICANS ACEILNPS PELICAN, large, web-footed bird [n] 

PELISSES EEILPSSS PELISSE, long outer garment [n] 

PELLAGRA AAEGLLPR niacin-deficiency disease [n -S] 

PELLETAL AEELLLPT resembling pellet [adj] 

PELLETED DEEELLPT PELLET, to strike with pellets (small rounded masses) [v] 

PELLICLE CEEILLLP thin skin or film [n -S] 

PELLMELL EELLLLMP jumbled mass [n -S] 

PELLUCID CDEILLPU transparent [adj] 

PELORIAN AEILNOPR PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [adj] 

PELORIAS AEILOPRS PELORIA, abnormal regularity of flower form [n] 

PELOTONS ELNOOPST PELOTON, main body of riders in bicycle race [n] 
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PELTASTS AELPSSTT PELTAST, soldier of ancient Greece [n] 

PELTERED DEEELPRT PELTER, to pelt (to strike repeatedly with blows or missiles) [v] 

PELTLESS EELLPSST lacking pelt (skin of animal) [adj] 

PELTRIES EEILPRST PELTRY, animal skin [n] 

PELVISES EEILPSSV PELVIS, part of skeleton [n] 

PEMBINAS ABEIMNPS PEMBINA, variety of cranberry [n] 

PEMICANS ACEIMNPS PEMICAN, pemmican (food prepared by Native Americans) [n] 

PEMMICAN ACEIMMNP food prepared by Native Americans [n -S] 

PEMOLINE EEILMNOP drug used as stimulant [n -S] 

PEMPHIGI EGHIIMPP PEMPHIGUS, rare skin disorder [n] 

PENALISE AEEILNPS to penalize (to subject to penalty) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PENALITY AEILNPTY liability to punishment [n -TIES] 

PENALIZE AEEILNPZ to subject to penalty [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PENANCED ACDEENNP PENANCE, to impose type of punishment upon [v] 

PENANCES ACEENNPS PENANCE, to impose type of punishment upon [v] 

PENCHANT ACEHNNPT strong liking for something [n -S] 

PENCILED CDEEILNP PENCIL, to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement) [v] 

PENCILER CEEILNPR one that pencils (to produce by using pencil (writing and drawing implement)) [n -S] 

PENDANTS ADENNPST PENDANT, hanging ornament [n] 

PENDENCY CDEENNPY pending state [n -CIES] 

PENDENTS DEENNPST PENDENT, pendant (hanging ornament) [n] 

PENDULAR ADELNPRU PENDULUM, type of free swinging body [adj] 

PENDULUM DELMNPUU type of free swinging body [n -S] 

PENGUINS EGINNPSU PENGUIN, flightless, aquatic bird [n] 

PENICILS CEIILNPS PENICIL, small tuft of hairs [n] 

PENITENT EEINNPTT person who repents his sins [n -S] 

PENKNIFE EEFIKNNP small pocketknife [n -IVES] 

PENLIGHT EGHILNPT small flashlight [n -S] 

PENLITES EEILNPST PENLITE, penlight (small flashlight) [n] 

PENNAMES AEEMNNPS PENNAME, name used by author instead of his real name [n] 

PENNANTS AENNNPST PENNANT, long, narrow flag [n] 

PENNATED ADEENNPT pennate (having wings or feathers) [adj] 

PENNINES EEINNNPS PENNINE, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

PENNONED DEENNNOP PENNON, pennant (long, narrow flag) [adj] 

PENOCHES CEEHNOPS PENOCHE, penuche (fudge-like candy) [n] 

PENOLOGY EGLNOOPY science of punishment of crime [n -GIES] 

PENONCEL CEELNNOP small pennon [n -S] 

PENPOINT EINNOPPT point of pen [n -S] 

PENSIONE EEINNOPS boarding house [n -S, -NI] 

PENSIONI EIINNOPS PENSIONE, boarding house [n] 

PENSIONS EINNOPSS PENSION, to grant retirement allowance to [v] 

PENSTERS EENPRSST PENSTER, writer (one that writes (to form characters or symbols on surface with instrument)) [n] 

PENSTOCK CEKNOPST conduit for conveying water waterwheel [n -S] 

PENTACLE ACEELNPT five-pointed star [n -S] 

PENTAGON AEGNNOPT five-sided polygon [n -S] 

PENTANES AEENNPST PENTANE, volatile liquid [n] 

PENTANOL AELNNOPT alcohol (flammable liquid) [n -S] 
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PENTARCH ACEHNPRT one of five joint rulers [n -S] 

PENTENES EEENNPST PENTENE, liquid hydrocarbon [n] 

PENTODES DEENOPST PENTODE, type of electron tube [n] 

PENTOMIC CEIMNOPT made up of five battle groups [adj] 

PENTOSAN AENNOPST complex carbohydrate [n -S] 

PENTOSES EENOPSST PENTOSE, sugar having five carbon atoms per molecule [n] 

PENUCHES CEEHNPSU PENUCHE, fudge-like candy [n] 

PENUCHIS CEHINPSU PENUCHI, penuche (fudge-like candy) [n] 

PENUCHLE CEEHLNPU pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PENUCKLE CEEKLNPU pinochle (card game) [n -S] 

PENUMBRA ABEMNPRU partial shadow [n -E, -S] 

PENURIES EEINPRSU PENURY, extreme poverty [n] 

PEONAGES AEEGNOPS PEONAGE, condition of being peon [n] 

PEONISMS EIMNOPSS PEONISM, peonage (condition of being peon) [n] 

PEOPLERS EELOPPRS PEOPLER, one that peoples (to furnish with inhabitants) [n] 

PEOPLING EGILNOPP PEOPLE, to furnish with inhabitants [v] 

PEPERONI EEINOPPR highly seasoned sausage [n -S] 

PEPLOSES EELOPPSS PEPLOS, garment worn by women in ancient Greece [n] 

PEPLUMED DEELMPPU PEPLUM, short section attached to waistline of garment [adj] 

PEPLUSES EELPPSSU PEPLUS, peplos (garment worn by women in ancient Greece) [n] 

PEPONIDA ADEINOPP pepo (fruit having fleshy interior and hard rind) [n -S] 

PEPONIUM EIMNOPPU pepo (fruit having fleshy interior and hard rind) [n -S] 

PEPPERED DEEEPPPR PEPPER, to season with pepper (pungent condiment) [v] 

PEPPERER EEEPPPRR one that peppers (to season with pepper (pungent condiment)) [n -S] 

PEPPIEST EEIPPPST PEPPY, full of energy [adj] 

PEPSINES EEINPPSS PEPSINE, pepsin (digestive enzyme of stomach) [n] 

PEPTALKS AEKLPPST PEPTALK, to inspire enthusiasm in by intense, emotional talk [v] 

PEPTIDES DEEIPPST PEPTIDE, combination of amino acids [n] 

PEPTIDIC CDEIIPPT PEPTIDE, combination of amino acids [adj] 

PEPTIZED DEEIPPTZ PEPTIZE, to increase colloidal dispersion of [v] 

PEPTIZER EEIPPRTZ one that peptizes (to increase colloidal dispersion of) [n -S] 

PEPTIZES EEIPPSTZ PEPTIZE, to increase colloidal dispersion of [v] 

PEPTONES EENOPPST PEPTONE, protein compound [n] 

PEPTONIC CEINOPPT PEPTONE, protein compound [adj] 

PERACIDS ACDEIPRS PERACID, type of acid (type of chemical compound) [n] 

PERCALES ACEELPRS PERCALE, cotton fabric [n] 

PERCEIVE CEEEIPRV to become aware of through senses [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PERCENTS CEENPRST PERCENT, one part in hundred [n] 

PERCEPTS CEEPPRST PERCEPT, something that is perceived [n] 

PERCHERS CEEHPRRS PERCHER, one that perches (to sit or rest on elevated place) [n] 

PERCHING CEGHINPR PERCH, to sit or rest on elevated place [v] 

PERCOIDS CDEIOPRS PERCOID, any of large suborder of spiny-finned fishes [n] 

PERDURED DDEEPRRU PERDURE, to continue to exist [v] 

PERDURES DEEPRRSU PERDURE, to continue to exist [v] 

PEREGRIN EEGINPRR swift falcon much used in falconry [n -S] 

PEREIONS EEINOPRS PEREION, thorax of some crustaceans [n] 

PEREOPOD DEEOOPPR appendage of pereion [n -S] 
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PERFECTA ACEEFPRT system of betting [n -S] 

PERFECTO CEEFOPRT medium-sized cigar [n -S] 

PERFECTS CEEFPRST PERFECT, to make perfect [v] 

PERFORCE CEEFOPRR of necessity [adv] 

PERFORMS EFMOPRRS PERFORM, to begin and carry through to completion [v] 

PERFUMED DEEFMPRU PERFUME, to fill with fragrant odor [v] 

PERFUMER EEFMPRRU one that perfumes (to fill with fragrant odor) [n -S] 

PERFUMES EEFMPRSU PERFUME, to fill with fragrant odor [v] 

PERFUSED DEEFPRSU PERFUSE, to spread over or through something [v] 

PERFUSES EEFPRSSU PERFUSE, to spread over or through something [v] 

PERGOLAS AEGLOPRS PERGOLA, shaded shelter or passageway [n] 

PERIANTH AEHINPRT outer covering of flower [n -S] 

PERIAPTS AEIPPRST PERIAPT, amulet (object worn to protect against evil or injury) [n] 

PERIBLEM BEEILMPR region of plant tissue [n -S] 

PERICARP ACEIPPRR wall of ripened plant ovary or [n -S] 

PERICOPE CEEIOPPR selection from book [n -E, -S] 

PERIDERM DEEIMPRR outer layer of plant tissue [n -S] 

PERIDIAL ADEIILPR PERIDIUM, covering of spore-bearing organ in many fungi [adj] 

PERIDIUM DEIIMPRU covering of spore-bearing organ in many fungi [n -IA] 

PERIDOTS DEIOPRST PERIDOT, mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

PERIGEAL AEEGILPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 

PERIGEAN AEEGINPR PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [adj] 

PERIGEES EEEGIPRS PERIGEE, point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to earth [n] 

PERIGONS EGINOPRS PERIGON, angle equal to 360 degrees [n] 

PERIGYNY EGINPRYY state of being situated on cuplike organ surrounding pistil [n -NIES] 

PERILING EGIILNPR PERIL, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v] 

PERILLAS AEILLPRS PERILLA, Asian herb [n] 

PERILLED DEEILLPR PERIL, to imperil (to place in jeopardy) [v] 

PERILOUS EILOPRSU dangerous [adj] 

PERILUNE EEILNPRU point in orbit of celestial body which is nearest to moon [n -S] 

PERINEAL AEEILNPR PERINEUM, region of body at lower end of trunk [adj] 

PERINEUM EEIMNPRU region of body at lower end of trunk [n -EA]  

PERIODIC CDEIIOPR recurring at regular intervals [adj] 

PERIODID DDEIIOPR iodide (compound of iodine) [n -S] 

PERIOTIC CEIIOPRT surrounding ear [adj] 

PERIPETY EEIPPRTY sudden change in course of events [n -TIES] 

PERIPTER EEIPPRRT structure with row of columns around all sides [n -S] 

PERIQUES EEIPQRSU PERIQUE, dark tobacco [n] 

PERISARC ACEIPRRS protective covering of certain hydrozoans [n -S] 

PERISHED DEEHIPRS PERISH, to die (to cease living) [v] 

PERISHER EEHIPRRS annoying person [n -S] 

PERISHES EEHIPRSS PERISH, to die (to cease living) [v] 

PERIWIGS EGIIPRSW PERIWIG, wig [n] 

PERJURED DEEJPRRU PERJURE, to make perjurer of [v] 

PERJURER EEJPRRRU one guilty of perjury [n -S] 

PERJURES EEJPRRSU PERJURE, to make perjurer of [v] 

PERKIEST EEIKPRST PERKY, jaunty (having lively and self-confident manner) [adj] 
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PERLITES EEILPRST PERLITE, volcanic glass [n] 

PERLITIC CEIILPRT PERLITE, volcanic glass [adj] 

PERMEANT AEEMNPRT that permeates [adj] 

PERMEASE AEEEMPRS catalyzing agent [n -S] 

PERMEATE AEEEMPRT to spread through [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PERMUTED DEEMPRTU PERMUTE, to change order of [v] 

PERMUTES EEMPRSTU PERMUTE, to change order of [v] 

PEROGIES EEGIOPRS PEROGI, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n] / PEROGIE [n] / PEROGY [n] 

PERONEAL AEELNOPR pertaining to fibula (bone of leg) [adj] 

PERORATE AEEOPRRT to make lengthy speech [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PEROXIDE DEEIOPRX to treat with peroxide (bleaching agent) [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PEROXIDS DEIOPRSX PEROXID, peroxide [n] 

PERPENDS DEENPPRS PERPEND, to ponder (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [v] 

PERPENTS EENPPRST PERPENT, large building stone [n] 

PERSALTS AELPRSST PERSALT, chemical salt [n] 

PERSISTS EIPRSSST PERSIST, to continue resolutely in some activity [v] 

PERSONAE AEENOPRS PERSONA, character in literary work [n] 

PERSONAL AELNOPRS brief, private notice in newspaper [n -S] 

PERSONAS AENOPRSS PERSONA, character in literary work [n] 

PERSPIRE EEIPPRRS to give off moisture through pores of skin [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PERSPIRY EIPPRRSY PERSPIRE, to give off moisture through pores of skin [adj] 

PERSUADE ADEEPRSU to cause to do something by means of argument, reasoning, or entreaty [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PERTAINS AEINPRST PERTAIN, to have reference or relation [v] 

PERTNESS EENPRSST quality of being pert (impudent (offensively bold or disrespectful)) [n -ES] 

PERTURBS BEPRRSTU PERTURB, to disturb greatly [v] 

PERUSALS AELPRSSU PERUSAL, act of perusing (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n] 

PERUSERS EEPRRSSU PERUSER, one that peruses (to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed)) [n] 

PERUSING EGINPRSU PERUSE, to read (to look at so as to take in meaning of, as something written or printed) [v] 

PERVADED ADDEEPRV PERVADE, to spread through every part of [v] 

PERVADER ADEEPRRV one that pervades (to spread through every part of) [n -S] 

PERVADES ADEEPRSV PERVADE, to spread through every part of [v] 

PERVERSE EEEPRRSV willfully deviating from desired or expected conduct [adj] 

PERVERTS EEPRRSTV PERVERT, to turn away from right course of action [v] 

PERVIEST EEIPRSTV PERVY, sexually perverted [adj] 

PERVIOUS EIOPRSUV capable of being penetrated [adj] 

PESKIEST EEIKPSST PESKY, annoying [adj] 

PESTERED DEEEPRST PESTER, to bother (to annoy (to be troublesome to)) [v] 

PESTERER EEEPRRST one that pesters (to bother (to annoy)) [n -S] 

PESTHOLE EEHLOPST place liable to epidemic disease [n -S] 

PESTIEST EEIPSSTT PESTY, annoying [adj] 

PESTLING EGILNPST PESTLE, to crush with club-shaped hand tool [v] 

PETABYTE ABEEPTTY one quadrillion bytes [n -S] 

PETALINE AEEILNPT resembling petal (leaflike part of corolla) [adj] 

PETALLED ADEELLPT PETAL, leaflike part of corolla [adj] 

PETALODY ADELOPTY metamorphosis of various floral organs into petals [n -DIES] 

PETALOID ADEILOPT resembling petal (leaflike part of corolla) [adj] 

PETALOUS AELOPSTU having petals (leaflike part of corolla) [adj] 
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PETANQUE AEENPQTU French form of lawn bowling [n -S] 

PETCOCKS CCEKOPST PETCOCK, small valve or faucet [n] 

PETECHIA ACEEHIPT small hemorrhagic spot on body surface [n -E] 

PETERING EEGINPRT PETER, to diminish gradually [v] 

PETIOLAR AEILOPRT pertaining to petiole (stalk of leaf) [adj] 

PETIOLED DEEILOPT PETIOLE, stalk of leaf [adj] 

PETIOLES EEILOPST PETIOLE, stalk of leaf [n] 

PETITION EIINOPTT to make formal request [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PETNAPER AEENPPRT one who steals pet [n -S] 

PETRALES AEELPRST PETRALE, food fish [n] 

PETROLIC CEILOPRT derived from petroleum [adj] 

PETRONEL EELNOPRT portable firearm [n -S] 

PETROSAL AELOPRST part of temporal bone [n -S] 

PETTABLE ABEELPTT capable of being petted [adj] 

PETTEDLY DEELPTTY peevishly (in peevish (irritable) manner) [adv] 

PETTIEST EEIPSTTT PETTY, insignificant [adj] 

PETTIFOG EFGIOPTT to quibble (to argue over trivialities) [v -GGED, -GGING, -S] 

PETTINGS EGINPSTT PETTING, amorous caressing and kissing [n] 

PETTLING EGILNPTT PETTLE, to caress (to touch lovingly) [v] 

PETULANT AELNPTTU peevish (irritable) [adj] 

PETUNIAS AEINPSTU PETUNIA, tropical herb [n] 

PETUNTSE EENPSTTU mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

PETUNTZE EENPTTUZ petuntse (mineral (naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties)) [n -S] 

PEWTERER EEEPRRTW one that makes articles of pewter [n -S] 

PEYOTISM EIMOPSTY Native American ritual in which peyote is used [n -S] 

PEYTRALS AELPRSTY PEYTRAL, piece of armor for breast of horse [n] 

PEYTRELS EELPRSTY PEYTREL, peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n] 

PFENNIGE EEFGINNP PFENNIG, formerly used bronze coin of Germany [n] 

PFENNIGS EFGINNPS PFENNIG, formerly used bronze coin of Germany [n] 

PHAETONS AEHNOPST PHAETON, light carriage [n] 

PHALANGE AAEGHLNP any bone of finger or toe [n -S] 

PHALLISM AHILLMPS worship of phallus as symbolic of nature's creative power [n -S] 

PHALLIST AHILLPST one who practices phallism (worship of phallus as symbolic of nature's creative power) [n -S] 

PHANTASM AAHMNPST creation of imagination [n -S] 

PHANTAST AAHNPSTT fantast (impractical person) [n -S] 

PHANTASY AAHNPSTY to fantasy (to imagine (to form mental picture of)) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PHANTOMS AHMNOPST PHANTOM, something existing in appearance only [n] 

PHARAOHS AAHHOPRS PHARAOH, ruler of ancient Egypt [n] 

PHARISEE AEEHIPRS hypocritically self-righteous person [n -S] 

PHARMACY AACHMPRY drugstore [n -CIES] 

PHARMERS AEHMPRRS PHARMER, one who participates in pharming (production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals) [n] 

PHARMING AGHIMNPR production of pharmaceuticals from genetically altered plants or animals [n -S] 

PHAROSES AEHOPRSS PHAROS, lighthouse or beacon to guide seamen [n] 

PHASEOUT AEHOPSTU gradual stopping of operations [n -S] 

PHASMIDS ADHIMPSS PHASMID, tropical insect [n] 

PHATTEST AEHPSTTT PHAT, excellent [adj] 

PHEASANT AAEHNPST large, long-tailed bird [n -S] 
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PHELLEMS EEHLLMPS PHELLEM, layer of plant cells [n] 

PHELONIA AEHILNOP liturgical vestments [n PHELONIA] 

PHENATES AEEHNPST PHENATE, salt of carbolic acid [n] 

PHENAZIN AEHINNPZ chemical compound [n -S] 

PHENETIC CEEHINPT pertaining to type of classificatory system [adj] 

PHENETOL EEHLNOPT volatile liquid [n -S] 

PHENIXES EEHINPSX PHENIX, phoenix (mythical bird) [n] 

PHENOLIC CEHILNOP synthetic resin [n -S] 

PHENYLIC CEHILNPY PHENYL, univalent chemical radical [adj] 

PHERESES EEEHPRSS PHERESIS, withdrawal of blood from donor, removing some components, and returning remaining blood to donor [n] 

PHERESIS EEHIPRSS withdrawal of blood from donor, removing some components, and returning remaining blood to donor [n -SES] 

PHILABEG ABEGHILP filibeg (pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders) [n -S] 

PHILIBEG BEGHIILP filibeg (pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders) [n -S] 

PHILOMEL EHILLMOP songbird (bird that utters musical call) [n -S] 

PHILTERS EHILPRST PHILTER, to put under spell of love potion [v] 

PHILTRED DEHILPRT PHILTRE, to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v] 

PHILTRES EHILPRST PHILTRE, to philter (to put under spell of love potion) [v] 

PHILTRUM HILMPRTU indentation between upper lip and nose [n -RA] 

PHIMOSES EHIMOPSS PHIMOSIS, abnormal constriction of opening of prepuce [n] 

PHIMOSIS HIIMOPSS abnormal constriction of opening of prepuce [n -SES] 

PHIMOTIC CHIIMOPT PHIMOSIS, abnormal constriction of opening of prepuce [adj] 

PHISHERS EHHIPRSS PHISHER, one that phishes (to engage in phishing) [n] 

PHISHING GHHIINPS PHISH, to engage in phishing [v] / practice of using email illegally to induce people to reveal personal information [n -S] 

PHONATED ADEHNOPT PHONATE, to produce speech sounds [v] 

PHONATES AEHNOPST PHONATE, to produce speech sounds [v] 

PHONEMES EEHMNOPS PHONEME, unit of speech [n] 

PHONEMIC CEHIMNOP PHONEME, unit of speech [adj] 

PHONETIC CEHINOPT pertaining to speech sounds [adj] 

PHONEYED DEEHNOPY PHONEY, to phony (to alter so as to make appear genuine) [v] 

PHONIEST EHINOPST PHONEY, phony (not genuine or real) [adj] / PHONY [adj] 

PHONYING GHINNOPY PHONY, to alter so as to make appear genuine [v] 

PHORATES AEHOPRST PHORATE, insecticide [n] 

PHORETIC CEHIOPRT PHORESY, symbiotic relationship between some arthropods and fishes [adj] 

PHORONID DHINOOPR wormlike marine animal [n -S] 

PHOSGENE EEGHNOPS poisonous gas (used in World War I) [n -S] 

PHOSPHID DHHIOPPS chemical compound [n -S] 

PHOSPHIN HHINOPPS poisonous gas [n -S] 

PHOSPHOR HHOOPPRS substance that will emit light when exposed to radiation [n -S] 

PHOTINOS HINOOPST PHOTINO, hypothetical particle [n] 

PHOTOING GHINOOPT PHOTO, to photograph [v] 

PHOTOMAP AHMOOPPT to map by means of aerial photography [v -PPED, -PPING, -S] 

PHOTONIC CHINOOPT PHOTON, elementary particle [adj] 

PHOTOPIA AHIOOPPT vision in bright light [n -S] 

PHOTOPIC CHIOOPPT PHOTOPIA, vision in bright light [adj] 

PHOTOSET EHOOPSTT to prepare for printing by photographic means [v PHOTOSET, -TTING, -S] 

PHRASING AGHINPRS manner or style of verbal expression [n -S] / PHRASE, to express in words [v] 

PHRATRAL AAHLPRRT PHRATRY, tribal unit among primitive peoples [adj] 
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PHRATRIC ACHIPRRT PHRATRY, tribal unit among primitive peoples [adj] 

PHREAKED ADEEHKPR PHREAK, to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls [v] 

PHREAKER AEEHKPRR one that phreaks (to gain illegal access to long-distance telephone service to avoid tolls) [n -S] 

PHREATIC ACEHIPRT pertaining to underground waters [adj] 

PHTHALIC ACHHILPT pertaining to certain acid [adj] 

PHTHALIN AHHILNPT chemical compound [n -S] 

PHTHISES EHHIPSST PHTHISIS, disease of lungs [n] 

PHTHISIC CHHIIPST phthisis (disease of lungs) [n -S] 

PHTHISIS HHIIPSST disease of lungs [n -SES] 

PHYLAXIS AHILPSXY inhibiting of infection by body [n -ES] 

PHYLESES EEHLPSSY PHYLESIS, course of evolutionary development [n] 

PHYLESIS EHILPSSY course of evolutionary development [n -SES, -ES] 

PHYLETIC CEHILPTY PHYLESIS, course of evolutionary development [adj] 

PHYLLARY AHLLPRYY bract of certain plants [n -RIES] 

PHYLLITE EHILLPTY foliated rock [n -S] 

PHYLLODE DEHLLOPY flattened petiole that serves as leaf [n -S] 

PHYLLOID DHILLOPY leaflike plant part [n -S] 

PHYLLOME EHLLMOPY leaf of plant [n -S] 

PHYSALIS AHILPSSY plant bearing edible yellow fruit [n -ES] 

PHYSICAL ACHILPSY medical examination of body [n -S] 

PHYSIQUE EHIPQSUY form or structure of body [n -S] 

PHYTANES AEHNPSTY PHYTANE, chemical compound [n] 

PHYTONIC CHINOPTY PHYTON, structural unit of plant [adj] 

PIACULAR AACILPRU atoning [adj] 

PIAFFERS AEFFIPRS PIAFFER, movement in horsemanship [n] 

PIAFFING AFFGIINP PIAFFE, to perform piaffer [v] 

PIANISMS AIIMNPSS PIANISM, performance on piano [n] 

PIANISTS AIINPSST PIANIST, one who plays piano [n] 

PIANOLAS AAILNOPS PIANOLA, type of player piano [n] 

PIASABAS AAABIPSS PIASABA, piassava (coarse, stiff used for brooms) [n] 

PIASAVAS AAAIPSSV PIASAVA, piassava (coarse, stiff fiber used for brooms) [n] 

PIASSABA AAABIPSS piassava (coarse, stiff fiber used for brooms) [n -S] 

PIASSAVA AAAIPSSV coarse, stiff fiber (used for brooms) [n -S] 

PIASTERS AEIPRSST PIASTER, monetary unit of several Arab countries [n] 

PIASTRES AEIPRSST PIASTRE, piaster (monetary unit of several Arab countries) [n] 

PIBROCHS BCHIOPRS PIBROCH, musical piece played on bagpipe [n] 

PICACHOS ACCHIOPS PICACHO, isolated peak of hill [n] 

PICADORS ACDIOPRS PICADOR, horseman in bullfight [n] 

PICAROON ACINOOPR to act as pirate [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PICAYUNE ACEINPUY former Spanish-American coin [n -S] 

PICCATAS AACCIPST PICCATA, dish of veal cutlets with sauce of lemon, white wine, and butter [n] 

PICCOLOS CCILOOPS PICCOLO, small flute [n] 

PICIFORM CFIIMOPR pertaining to order of birds [adj] 

PICKABLE ABCEIKLP PICK, to select (to choose (to take by preference)) [adj] 

PICKADIL ACDIIKLP type of collar [n -S] 

PICKAXED ACDEIKPX PICKAX, to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces) [v] / PICKAXE [v] 

PICKAXES ACEIKPSX PICKAX, to use pickax (tool for breaking hard surfaces) [v] / PICKAXE [v] 
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PICKEERS CEEIKPRS PICKEER, to skirmish in advance of army [v] 

PICKEREL CEEIKLPR freshwater fish [n -S] 

PICKETED CDEEIKPT PICKET, to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it [v] 

PICKETER CEEIKPRT one who pickets (to stand outside of some location, as business, to publicize one's grievances against it) [n -S] 

PICKIEST CEIIKPST PICKY, fussy (overly concerned with small details) [adj] 

PICKINGS CGIIKNPS PICKING, act of one that picks [n] 

PICKLERS CEIKLPRS PICKLER, vegetable or fruit suitable for pickling [n] 

PICKLING CGIIKLNP PICKLE, to preserve or flavor in solution of brine or vinegar [v] 

PICKLOCK CCIKKLOP tool for opening locks [n -S] 

PICKOFFS CFFIKOPS PICKOFF, play in baseball [n] 

PICKWICK CCIIKKPW device for raising wicks in oil lamps [n -S] 

PICLORAM ACILMOPR herbicide [n -S] 

PICNICKY CCIIKNPY pertaining to picnic [adj] 

PICOGRAM ACGIMOPR one trillionth of gram [n -S] 

PICOLINE CEIILNOP chemical compound [n -S] 

PICOLINS CIILNOPS PICOLIN, picoline (chemical compound) [n] 

PICOMOLE CEILMOOP one trillionth of mole [n -S] 

PICOTEES CEEIOPST PICOTEE, variety of carnation [n] 

PICOTING CGIINOPT PICOT, to edge with ornamental loops [v] 

PICOWAVE ACEIOPVW to irradiate (food) with gamma rays [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PICQUETS CEIPQSTU PICQUET, piquet (card game) [n] 

PICRATED ACDEIPRT PICRATE, chemical salt [adj] 

PICRATES ACEIPRST PICRATE, chemical salt [n] 

PICRITES CEIIPRST PICRITE, igneous rock [n] 

PICRITIC CCIIIPRT PICRITE, igneous rock [adj] 

PICTURED CDEIPRTU PICTURE, to make visual representation of [v] 

PICTURES CEIPRSTU PICTURE, to make visual representation of [v] 

PIDDLERS DDEILPRS PIDDLER, one that piddles (to waste time) [n] 

PIDDLING DDGIILNP PIDDLE, to waste time [v] 

PIDDOCKS CDDIKOPS PIDDOCK, bivalve mollusk [n] 

PIEBALDS ABDEILPS PIEBALD, spotted animal [n] 

PIECINGS CEGIINPS PIECING, material to be sewn together [n] 

PIECRUST CEIPRSTU crust of pie [n -S] 

PIEDFORT DEFIOPRT piefort (unusually thick coin) [n -S] 

PIEDMONT DEIMNOPT area lying at foot of mountain [n -S] 

PIEFORTS EFIOPRST PIEFORT, unusually thick coin [n] 

PIEHOLES EEHILOPS PIEHOLE, mouth [n] 

PIEPLANT AEILNPPT rhubarb (perennial herb) [n -S] 

PIERCERS CEEIPRRS PIERCER, one that pierces (to cut or pass into or through) [n] 

PIERCING CEGIINPR piece of jewelry attached to pierced flesh [n -S] / PIERCE, to cut or pass into or through [v] 

PIERROTS EIOPRRST PIERROT, clown [n] 

PIETISMS EIIMPSST PIETISM, piety (quality or state of being pious) [n] 

PIETISTS EIIPSSTT PIETIST, pious person [n] 

PIFFLERS EFFILPRS PIFFLER, one that babbles (to talk idly or excessively) [n] 

PIFFLING FFGIILNP PIFFLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PIGBOATS ABGIOPST PIGBOAT, submarine [n] 

PIGEONRY EGINOPRY place for keeping pigeons [n -RIES] 
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PIGGIEST EGGIIPST PIGGY, piggish (greedy or dirty) [adj] 

PIGMENTS EGIMNPST PIGMENT, to add coloring matter to [v] 

PIGNOLIA AGIILNOP edible seed of nut pines [n -S] 

PIGNOLIS GIILNOPS PIGNOLI, pignolia (edible seed of nut pines) [n] 

PIGSKINS GIIKNPSS PIGSKIN, skin of pig [n] 

PIGSNEYS EGINPSSY PIGSNEY, darling (much-loved person) [n] 

PIGSTICK CGIIKPST to hunt for wild boar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIGSTIES EGIIPSST PIGSTY, pigpen (place where pigs are kept) [n] 

PIGTAILS AGIILPST PIGTAIL, tight braid of hair [n] 

PIGWEEDS DEEGIPSW PIGWEED, weedy plant [n] 

PILASTER AEILPRST rectangular column [n -S] 

PILCHARD ACDHILPR small marine fish [n -S] 

PILEATED ADEEILPT pileate (having pileus (umbrella-shaped portion of mushroom)) [adj] 

PILELESS EEILLPSS not having raised surface of yarn [adj] 

PILEWORT EILOPRTW medicinal plant [n -S] 

PILFERED DEEFILPR PILFER, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PILFERER EEFILPRR one that pilfers (to steal (to take without right or permission)) [n -S] 

PILGRIMS GIILMPRS PILGRIM, to travel to holy place for religious reasons [v] 

PILIFORM FIILMOPR resembling hair (threadlike growth) [adj] 

PILLAGED ADEGILLP PILLAGE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

PILLAGER AEGILLPR one that pillages (to plunder (to rob of goods by force)) [n -S] 

PILLAGES AEGILLPS PILLAGE, to plunder (to rob of goods by force) [v] 

PILLARED ADEILLPR PILLAR, to provide with vertical building supports [v] 

PILLBUGS BGILLPSU PILLBUG, wood louse that can roll up into ball [n] 

PILLIONS IILLNOPS PILLION, pad or cushion for extra rider on horse or motorcycle [n] 

PILLOCKS CIKLLOPS PILLOCK, stupid person [n] 

PILLOWED DEILLOPW PILLOW, to rest on pillow (cushion for head) [v] 

PILOSITY IILOPSTY state of being pilose (covered with hair) [n -TIES] 

PILOTAGE AEGILOPT act of piloting (to control course of) [n -S] 

PILOTING GIILNOPT branch of navigation [n -S] / PILOT, to control course of [v] 

PILSENER EEILNPRS pilsner (light beer) [n -S] 

PILSNERS EILNPRSS PILSNER, light beer [n] 

PIMENTOS EIMNOPST PIMENTO, pimiento (sweet pepper) [n] 

PIMIENTO EIIMNOPT sweet pepper [n -S] 

PIMPINGS GIIMNPPS PIMPING, practice of soliciting clients for prostitute [n] 

PIMPLIER EIILMPPR PIMPLY, covered with pimples (inflamed swelling of skin) [adj] 

PINAFORE AEFINOPR child's apron [n -S] 

PINASTER AEINPRST pine tree [n -S] 

PINBALLS ABILLNPS PINBALL, to move abruptly from one place to another [v] 

PINBONES BEINNOPS PINBONE, hipbone (pelvic bone) [n] 

PINCHBUG BCGHINPU large beetle [n -S] 

PINCHECK CCEHIKNP fabric design [n -S] 

PINCHERS CEHINPRS PINCHER, one that pinches (to squeeze between two edges or surfaces) [n] 

PINCHING CGHIINNP PINCH, to squeeze between two edges or surfaces [v] 

PINCURLS CILNPRSU PINCURL, curl held in place with hairpin [n] 

PINDLING DGIILNNP puny or sickly [adj] 

PINECONE CEEINNOP cone-shaped fruit of pine tree [n -S] 
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PINELAND ADEILNNP land forested with pine [n -S] 

PINELIKE EEIIKLNP resembling pine (evergreen tree) [adj] 

PINERIES EEIINPRS PINERY, area where pineapples are grown [n] 

PINESAPS AEINPPSS PINESAP, fragrant herb [n] 

PINEWOOD DEINOOPW wood of pine tree [n -S] 

PINFOLDS DFILNOPS PINFOLD, to confine in enclosure for stray animals [v] 

PINGRASS AGINPRSS European weed [n -ES] 

PINHEADS ADEHINPS PINHEAD, head of pin [n] 

PINHOLES EHILNOPS PINHOLE, small hole made by pin [n] 

PINIONED DEIINNOP PINION, to remove or bind wing feathers of to prevent flight [v] 

PINITOLS IILNOPST PINITOL, alcohol (flammable liquid) [n] 

PINKENED DEEIKNNP PINKEN, to become pink [v] 

PINKEYES EEIKNPSY PINKEYE, inflammation of eye [n] 

PINKIEST EIIKNPST PINKY, pinkish (somewhat pink) [adj] 

PINKINGS GIIKNNPS PINKING, method of cutting or decorating [n] 

PINKNESS EIKNNPSS state of being pink (of pale reddish hue) [n -ES] 

PINKROOT IKNOOPRT medicinal plant root [n -S] 

PINNACES ACEINNPS PINNACE, small sailing ship [n] 

PINNACLE ACEILNNP to place on summit [v -D, -LING, -S] 

PINNATED ADEINNPT pinnate (resembling feather) [adj] 

PINNIPED DEIINNPP mammal with limbs modified into flippers [n -S] 

PINNULAE AEILNNPU PINNULA, pinnule (pinnate part or organ) [n] 

PINNULAR AILNNPRU PINNULA, pinnule (pinnate part or organ) [adj] 

PINNULES EILNNPSU PINNULE, pinnate part or organ [n] 

PINOCHLE CEHILNOP card game [n -S] 

PINOCLES CEILNOPS PINOCLE, pinochle (card game) [n] 

PINOTAGE AEGINOPT variety of red wine grape [n -S] 

PINPOINT IINNOPPT to locate precisely [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINPRICK CIIKNPPR to puncture with pin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINSCHER CEHINPRS large, short-haired dog [n -S] 

PINSPOTS INOPPSST PINSPOT, to illuminate with tight spotlight [v] 

PINTADAS AADINPST PINTADA, pintado (large food fish) [n] 

PINTADOS ADINOPST PINTADO, large food fish [n] 

PINTAILS AIILNPST PINTAIL, river duck [n] 

PINTANOS AINNOPST PINTANO, tropical fish [n] 

PINTSIZE EIINPSTZ small (of limited size or quantity) [adj] 

PINTUCKS CIKNPSTU pintuck [v] / PINTUCK, very narrow fold of fabric [n]  

PINWALES AEILNPSW PINWALE, type of fabric (woven, felted, or knitted material) [n] 

PINWEEDS DEEINPSW PINWEED, perennial herb [n] 

PINWHEEL EEHILNPW to revolve at end of stick [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PINWORKS IKNOPRSW PINWORK, type of embroidery [n] 

PINWORMS IMNOPRSW PINWORM, parasitic worm [n] 

PIONEERS EEINOPRS PIONEER, to take part in beginnings of [v] 

PIPEAGES AEEGIPPS PIPEAGE, pipage (system of pipes) [n] 

PIPECLAY ACEILPPY to whiten leather with fine white clay [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PIPEFISH EFHIIPPS slender fish [n -ES] 

PIPEFULS EFILPPSU PIPEFUL, quantity sufficient to fill tobacco pipe [n] 
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PIPELESS EEILPPSS having no pipe [adj] 

PIPELIKE EEIIKLPP resembling pipe [adj] 

PIPELINE EEIILNPP to convey by line of pipe [v -D, -NING, -S] 

PIPERINE EEIINPPR chemical compound [n -S] 

PIPESTEM EEIMPPST stem of tobacco pipe [n -S] 

PIPETTED DEEIPPTT PIPET, to pipette (to measure liquid with calibrated tube) [v] / PIPETTE [v] 

PIPETTES EEIPPSTT PIPETTE, to measure liquid with calibrated tube [v] 

PIPEWORK EIKOPPRW pipes collectively [n -S] 

PIPINESS EIINPPSS quality of being pipy (shrill (having high-pitched and piercing quality)) [n -ES] 

PIPINGLY GIILNPPY shrilly (having high-pitched and piercing quality) [adv] 

PIQUANCE ACEINPQU piquancy (quality of being piquant (agreeably sharp in taste)) [n -S] 

PIQUANCY ACINPQUY quality of being piquant (agreeably sharp in taste) [n -CIES] 

PIRACIES ACEIIPRS PIRACY, robbery on high seas [n] 

PIRAGUAS AAGIPRSU PIRAGUA, dugout canoe [n] 

PIRANHAS AAHINPRS PIRANHA, voracious fish [n] 

PIRARUCU ACIPRRUU large food fish [n -S] 

PIRATING AGIINPRT PIRATE, to commit piracy (robbery on high seas) [v] 

PIRIFORM FIIMOPRR pyriform (pear-shaped) [adj] 

PIROGIES EGIIOPRS PIROGI, PIROG, large Russian pastry [n] 

PIROGUES EGIOPRSU PIROGUE, piragua (dugout canoe) [n] 

PIROQUES EIOPQRSU PIROQUE, piragua (dugout canoe) [n] 

PIROSHKI HIIKOPRS PIROZHOK, small Russian pastry [n] 

PIROZHKI HIIKOPRZ PIROZHOK, small Russian pastry [n] 

PIROZHOK HIKOOPRZ small Russian pastry [n -ROJKI, -ROSHKI, -HKI] 

PISCATOR ACIOPRST fisherman [n -S] 

PISCINAE ACEIINPS PISCINA, basin used in certain church ceremonies [n] 

PISCINAL ACIILNPS PISCINA, basin used in certain church ceremonies [adj] 

PISCINAS ACIINPSS PISCINA, basin used in certain church ceremonies [n] 

PISHOGES EGHIOPSS PISHOGE, pishogue (evil spell) [n] 

PISHOGUE EGHIOPSU evil spell [n -S] 

PISIFORM FIIMOPRS small bone of wrist [n -S] 

PISMIRES EIIMPRSS PISMIRE, ant (small insect) [n] 

PISOLITE EIILOPST limestone [n -S] 

PISOLITH HIILOPST small rounded concretion of limestone [n -S] 

PISSANTS AINPSSST PISSANT, offensive word [n] 

PISSHOLE EHILOPSS offensive word [n -S] 

PISSIEST EIIPSSST PISSY, offensive word [adj] 

PISSOIRS IIOPRSSS PISSOIR, public urinal [n] 

PISTACHE ACEHIPST shade of green [n -S] 

PISTOLED DEILOPST PISTOL, to shoot with small firearm [v] 

PISTOLES EILOPSST PISTOLE, formerly used European gold coin [n] 

PITAHAYA AAAHIPTY cactus of southwestern U.S. and Mexico [n -S] 

PITAPATS AAIPPSTT PITAPAT, to make repeated tapping sound [v] 

PITCHERS CEHIPRST PITCHER, container for holding and pouring liquids [n] 

PITCHIER CEHIIPRT PITCHY, tarry (resembling tar) [adj] 

PITCHILY CHIILPTY in very dark manner [adv] 

PITCHING CGHIINPT PITCH, to throw (to propel through air with movement of arm) [v] 
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PITCHMAN ACHIMNPT salesman of small wares [n -MEN] 

PITCHMEN CEHIMNPT PITCHMAN, salesman of small wares [n] 

PITCHOUT CHIOPTTU type of pitch in baseball [n -S] 

PITFALLS AFILLPST PITFALL, hidden danger or difficulty [n] 

PITHEADS ADEHIPST PITHEAD, mine entrance [n] 

PITHIEST EHIIPSTT PITHY, concise (succinct (clearly expressed in few words)) [adj] 

PITHLESS EHILPSST lacking force [adj] 

PITIABLE ABEIILPT pitiful (arousing pity) [adj] 

PITIABLY ABIILPTY PITIABLE, pitiful (arousing pity) [adv] 

PITILESS EIILPSST having no pity [adj] 

PITTANCE ACEINPTT small allowance of money [n -S] 

PITTINGS GIINPSTT PITTING, arrangement of cavities or depressions [n] 

PIVOTING GIINOPTV PIVOT, to turn on shaft or rod [v] 

PIVOTMAN AIMNOPTV center on basketball team [n -MEN] 

PIVOTMEN EIMNOPTV PIVOTMAN, center on basketball team [n] 

PIXELATE AEEILPTX to divide image into pixels for display in digital format [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PIXIEISH EHIIIPSX PIXIE, pixy (playfully mischievous fairy or elf) [adj] 

PIXILATE AEIILPTX pixelate (to divide image into pixels for display in digital format) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PIXINESS EIINPSSX state of being playfully mischievous [n -ES] 

PIZAZZES AEIPSZZZ PIZAZZ, quality of being exciting or attractive [n] 

PIZZAZES AEIPSZZZ PIZZAZ, pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive) [n] 

PIZZAZZY AIPYZZZZ pizazzy (having pizazz (quality of being exciting or attractive)) [adj] 

PIZZELLE EEILLPZZ thin, crisp Italian cookie [n -S] 

PIZZERIA AEIIPRZZ place where pizzas are made and sold [n -S] 

PLACABLE AABCELLP capable of being placated [adj] 

PLACABLY AABCLLPY PLACABLE, capable of being placated [adv] 

PLACARDS AACDLPRS PLACARD, to publicize by means of posters [v] 

PLACATED AACDELPT PLACATE, to soothe or mollify [v] 

PLACATER AACELPRT one that placates (to soothe or mollify) [n -S] 

PLACATES AACELPST PLACATE, to soothe or mollify [v] 

PLACEBOS ABCELOPS PLACEBO, substance containing no medication that is given for its psychological effect [n] 

PLACEMAN AACELMNP political appointee to public office [n -MEN] 

PLACEMAT AACELMPT table mat (piece of material for protecting surface) on which place setting is laid [n -S] 

PLACEMEN ACEELMNP PLACEMAN, political appointee to public office [n] 

PLACENTA AACELNPT vascular organ in most mammals [n -E, -S] 

PLACIDLY ACDILLPY PLACID, calm or peaceful [adv] 

PLACINGS ACGILNPS PLACING, state of being ranked in race [n] 

PLACKETS ACEKLPST PLACKET, slit in garment [n] 

PLACOIDS ACDILOPS PLACOID, fish having platelike scales [n] 

PLAFONDS ADFLNOPS PLAFOND, elaborately decorated ceiling [n] 

PLAGIARY AAGILPRY act of passing off another's work as one's own [n -RIES] 

PLAGUERS AEGLPRSU PLAGUER, one that plagues (to harass or torment) [n] 

PLAGUILY AGILLPUY PLAGUY, troublesome [adv] 

PLAGUING AGGILNPU PLAGUE, to harass or torment [v] 

PLAINEST AEILNPST PLAIN, evident (clear to vision or understanding) [adj] 

PLAINING AGIILNNP PLAIN, to complain (to express discontent) [v] 

PLAISTER AEILPRST to plaster (to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PLAITERS AEILPRST PLAITER, one that plaits (to braid (to weave together)) [n] 

PLAITING AGIILNPT PLAIT, to braid (to weave together) [v] / something that is plaited [n -S] 

PLANARIA AAAILNPR aquatic flatworm [n -S] 

PLANCHES ACEHLNPS PLANCH, plank [n] / PLANCHE [n] 

PLANCHET ACEHLNPT flat piece of metal for stamping into coin [n -S] 

PLANFORM AFLMNOPR contour of object as viewed from above [n -S] 

PLANGENT AEGLNNPT resounding loudly [adj] 

PLANKING AGIKLNNP covering made of planks [n -S] / PLANK, to cover with planks (long, flat pieces of lumber) [v] 

PLANKTER AEKLNPRT any organism that is element of plankton [n -S] 

PLANKTIC ACIKLNPT PLANKTON, minute animal and plant life of body of water [adj] 

PLANKTON AKLNNOPT minute animal and plant life of body of water [n -S]  

PLANLESS AELLNPSS having no plan [adj] 

PLANNERS AELNNPRS PLANNER, one that plans (to formulate plan (method for achieving end)) [n] 

PLANNING AGILNNNP establishment of goals or policies [n -S] / PLAN, to formulate plan (method for achieving end) [v] 

PLANOSOL ALLNOOPS type of soil [n -S] 

PLANTAIN AAILNNPT short-stemmed herb [n -S] 

PLANTERS AELNPRST PLANTER, one that plants (to place in ground for growing) [n] 

PLANTING AGILNNPT area where plants are grown [n -S] / PLANT, to place in ground for growing [v] 

PLANTLET AELLNPTT small plant [n -S] 

PLANULAE AAELLNPU PLANULA, free-swimming larva of certain organisms [n] 

PLANULAR AALLNPRU PLANULA, free-swimming larva of certain organisms [adj] 

PLASHERS AEHLPRSS PLASHER, one that plashes (to weave together) [n] 

PLASHIER AEHILPRS PLASHY, marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land)) [adj] 

PLASHING AGHILNPS PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLASMIDS ADILMPSS PLASMID, hereditary structure of cell [n] 

PLASMINS AILMNPSS PLASMIN, enzyme (complex protein) [n] 

PLASMOID ADILMOPS type of high energy particle [n -S] 

PLASMONS ALMNOPSS PLASMON, determinant of inheritance believed to exist in cells [n] 

PLASTERS AELPRSST PLASTER, to cover with plaster (mixture of lime, sand, and water) [v] 

PLASTERY AELPRSTY resembling plaster [adj] 

PLASTICS ACILPSST PLASTIC, any of group of synthetic or natural moldable materials [n] 

PLASTIDS ADILPSST PLASTID, structure in plant cells [n] 

PLASTRAL AALLPRST PLASTRON, part of shell of turtle [adj] 

PLASTRON ALNOPRST part of shell of turtle [n -S]  

PLASTRUM ALMPRSTU plastron (part of shell of turtle) [n -S] 

PLATANES AAELNPST PLATANE, platan (large tree) [n] 

PLATANNA AAALNNPT xenopus (frog native to southern Africa) [n -S]  

PLATEAUS AAELPSTU PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] / PLATEAU, to reach period or condition of stability [v] 

PLATEAUX AAELPTUX PLATEAU, level stretch of elevated land [n] 

PLATEFUL AEFLLPTU quantity that fills plate (shallow dish) [n -S, -ESFUL] 

PLATELET AEELLPTT small, flattened body [n -S] 

PLATFORM AFLMOPRT raised floor or flat surface [n -S] 

PLATIEST AEILPSTT PLATY, split into thin, flat pieces [adj] 

PLATINAS AAILNPST PLATINA, platinum (metallic element) [n] 

PLATINGS AGILNPST PLATING, thin layer of metal [n] 

PLATINIC ACIILNPT pertaining to platinum (metallic element) [adj] 

PLATINUM AILMNPTU metallic element [n -S] 
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PLATONIC ACILNOPT purely spiritual and free from sensual desire [adj] 

PLATOONS ALNOOPST PLATOON, to alternate with another player at same position [v] 

PLATTERS AELPRSTT PLATTER, large, shallow dish [n] 

PLATTING AGILNPTT PLAT, to plait (to braid (to weave together)) [v] 

PLATYPUS ALPPSTUY aquatic mammal [n -PI, -ES] 

PLAUDITS ADILPSTU PLAUDIT, expression of praise [n] 

PLAUSIVE AEILPSUV expressing praise [adj] 

PLAYABLE AABELLPY PLAY, to engage in amusement or sport [adj] 

PLAYACTS AACLPSTY PLAYACT, to take part in theatrical performance [v] 

PLAYBACK AABCKLPY act of replaying newly made recording [n -S] 

PLAYBILL ABILLLPY program for theatrical performance [n -S] 

PLAYBOOK ABKLOOPY book containing one or more literary works for stage [n -S] 

PLAYBOYS ABLOPSYY PLAYBOY, man devoted to pleasurable activities [n] 

PLAYDATE AADELPTY scheduled date for showing theatrical production [n -S] 

PLAYDAYS AADLPSYY PLAYDAY, holiday [n] 

PLAYDOWN ADLNOPWY playoff (series of games played to determine championship) [n -S] 

PLAYGIRL AGILLPRY woman devoted to pleasurable activities [n -S] 

PLAYGOER AEGLOPRY one who attends theater [n -S] 

PLAYLAND AADLLNPY recreational area [n -S] 

PLAYLESS AELLPSSY lacking playfulness (quality of being playful (frolicsome)) [adj] 

PLAYLETS AELLPSTY PLAYLET, short theatrical performance [n] 

PLAYLIKE AEIKLLPY resembling theatrical performance [adj] 

PLAYLIST AILLPSTY to place on list of songs to be played [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PLAYMATE AAELMPTY companion in play [n -S] 

PLAYOFFS AFFLOPSY PLAYOFF, series of games played to determine championship [n] 

PLAYPENS AELNPPSY PLAYPEN, enclosure in which young child may play [n] 

PLAYROOM ALMOOPRY recreation room [n -S] 

PLAYSETS AELPSSTY PLAYSET, outdoor apparatus having equipment for children's activities [n] 

PLAYSUIT AILPSTUY sports outfit for women and children [n -S] 

PLAYTIME AEILMPTY time for play or amusement [n -S] 

PLAYWEAR AAELPRWY clothing worn for leisure activities [n PLAYWEAR] 

PLEACHED ACDEEHLP PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLEACHES ACEEHLPS PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLEADERS ADEELPRS PLEADER, one that pleads (to ask for earnestly) [n] 

PLEADING ADEGILNP allegation in legal action [n -S] / PLEAD, to ask for earnestly [v] 

PLEASANT AAELNPST pleasing [adj -ER, -EST] 

PLEASERS AEELPRSS PLEASER, one that pleases (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [n] 

PLEASING AEGILNPS PLEASE, to give enjoyment or satisfaction to [v] 

PLEASURE AEELPRSU to please (to give enjoyment or satisfaction to) [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PLEATERS AEELPRST PLEATER, one that pleats (to fold in even manner) [n] 

PLEATHER AEEHLPRT plastic fabric made to look like leather [n -S] 

PLEATING AEGILNPT arrangement of pleats (small folds) in garment [n -S] / PLEAT, to fold in even manner [v] 

PLEBEIAN ABEEILNP commoner (one of common people) [n -S] 

PLECTRON CELNOPRT plectrum (implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument) [n -RA, -S] 

PLECTRUM CELMPRTU implement used to pluck strings of stringed instrument [n -RA, -S] 

PLEDGEES DEEEGLPS PLEDGEE, one to whom something is pledged [n] 

PLEDGEOR DEEGLOPR pledger (one that pledges something) [n -S] 
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PLEDGERS DEEGLPRS PLEDGER, one that pledges something [n] 

PLEDGETS DEEGLPST PLEDGET, pad of absorbent cotton [n] 

PLEDGING DEGGILNP PLEDGE, to give as security for something borrowed [v] 

PLEDGORS DEGLOPRS PLEDGOR, pledger (one that pledges something) [n] 

PLEIADES ADEEILPS PLEIAD, group of seven illustrious persons [n] 

PLENCHES CEEHLNPS PLENCH, tool serving as pliers and wrench [n] 

PLENISMS EILMNPSS PLENISM, doctrine that space is fully occupied by matter [n] 

PLENISTS EILNPSST PLENIST, advocate of plenism [n] 

PLENTIES EEILNPST PLENTY, sufficient or abundant amount [n] 

PLEONASM AELMNOPS use of needless words [n -S] 

PLEOPODS DELOOPPS PLEOPOD, appendage of crustaceans [n] 

PLEROMAS AELMOPRS PLEROMA, fullness of divine powers [n] 

PLESSORS ELOPRSSS PLESSOR, plexor (small, hammer-like medical instrument) [n] 

PLETHORA AEHLOPRT excess [n -S] 

PLEURISY EILPRSUY inflammation of pleura [n -SIES] 

PLEUSTON ELNOPSTU aquatic vegetation [n -S] 

PLEXUSES EELPSSUX PLEXUS, interlacing of parts [n] 

PLIANTLY AILLNPTY PLIANT, easily bent [adv] 

PLICATED ACDEILPT plicate (pleated) [adj] 

PLIGHTED DEGHILPT PLIGHT, to promise or bind by solemn pledge [v] 

PLIGHTER EGHILPRT one that plights (to promise or bind by solemn pledge) [n -S] 

PLIMSOLE EILLMOPS plimsoll (rubber-soled cloth shoe) [n -S] 

PLIMSOLL ILLLMOPS rubber-soled cloth shoe [n -S] 

PLIMSOLS ILLMOPSS PLIMSOL, plimsoll (rubber-soled cloth shoe) [n] 

PLINKERS EIKLNPRS PLINKER, one that plinks (to shoot at random targets) [n] 

PLINKIER EIIKLNPR PLINKY, having or making short, sharp metallic sounds [adj] 

PLINKING GIIKLNNP PLINK, to shoot at random targets [v] 

PLIOCENE CEEILNOP of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

PLIOFILM FIILLMOP transparent sheet of chlorinated rubber used in packaging [n -S] 

PLIOTRON ILNOOPRT type of vacuum tube [n -S] 

PLISKIES EIIKLPSS PLISKIE, practical joke [n] / PLISKY, pliskie (practical joke) [n] 

PLODDERS DDELOPRS PLODDER, one that plods (to walk heavily) [n] 

PLODDING DDGILNOP PLOD, to walk heavily [v] 

PLOIDIES DEIILOPS PLOIDY, extent of repetition of basic number of chromosomes [n] 

PLONKERS EKLNOPRS PLONKER, stupid person [n] 

PLONKING GIKLNNOP PLONK, to plunk (to fall or drop heavily) [v] 

PLOPPING GILNOPPP PLOP, to drop or fall heavily [v] 

PLOSIONS ILNOOPSS PLOSION, release of breath after articulation of certain consonants [n] 

PLOSIVES EILOPSSV PLOSIVE, sound produced by plosion [n] 

PLOTLESS ELLOPSST planless (having no plan) [adj] 

PLOTLINE EILLNOPT main story of book [n -S] 

PLOTTAGE AEGLOPTT area of land [n -S] 

PLOTTERS ELOPRSTT PLOTTER, one that plots (to plan secretly) [n] 

PLOTTIER EILOPRTT PLOTTY, full of intrigue, as novel [adj] 

PLOTTIES EILOPSTT PLOTTY, hot, spiced beverage [n] 

PLOTTING GILNOPTT PLOT, to plan secretly [v] 

PLOTZING GILNOPTZ PLOTZ, to be overwhelmed by emotion [v] 
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PLOUGHED DEGHLOPU PLOUGH, to plow (to turn up land with plow (farm implement)) [v] 

PLOUGHER EGHLOPRU one that ploughs (to plow (to turn up land with plow (farm implement))) [n -S] 

PLOWABLE ABELLOPW PLOW, to turn up land with plow (farm implement) [adj] 

PLOWBACK ABCKLOPW reinvestment of profits in business [n -S] 

PLOWBOYS BLOOPSWY PLOWBOY, boy who leads plow team [n] 

PLOWHEAD ADEHLOPW clevis of plow [n -S] 

PLOWLAND ADLLNOPW land suitable for cultivation [n -S] 

PLUCKERS CEKLPRSU PLUCKER, one that plucks (to pull out or off) [n] 

PLUCKIER CEIKLPRU PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adj] 

PLUCKILY CIKLLPUY PLUCKY, brave and spirited [adv] 

PLUCKING CGIKLNPU PLUCK, to pull out or off [v] 

PLUGGERS EGGLPRSU PLUGGER, one that plugs (to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole)) [n] 

PLUGGING GGGILNPU PLUG, to seal or close with plug (piece of material used to fill hole) [v] 

PLUGHOLE EGHLLOPU drain that can be stopped with plug [n -S] 

PLUGLESS EGLLPSSU having no plug [adj] 

PLUGOLAS AGLLOPSU PLUGOLA, free incidental advertising on radio or television [n] 

PLUGUGLY GGLLPUUY hoodlum (thug (brutal ruffian or assassin)) [n -LIES] 

PLUMAGED ADEGLMPU PLUMAGE, feathers of bird [adj] 

PLUMAGES AEGLMPSU PLUMAGE, feathers of bird [n] 

PLUMBAGO ABGLMOPU graphite (variety of carbon) [n -S] 

PLUMBERS BELMPRSU PLUMBER, one who installs and repairs plumbing [n] 

PLUMBERY BELMPRUY work of plumber [n -RIES] 

PLUMBING BGILMNPU pipe system of building [n -S] / PLUMB, to determine depth of [v] 

PLUMBISM BILMMPSU lead poisoning [n -S] 

PLUMBOUS BLMOPSUU containing lead [adj] 

PLUMBUMS BLMMPSUU PLUMBUM, lead [n] 

PLUMELET EELLMPTU small feather [n -S] 

PLUMERIA AEILMPRU flowering shrub [n -S] 

PLUMIEST EILMPSTU PLUMY, covered with fears [adj] 

PLUMIPED DEILMPPU bird having feathered feet [n -S] 

PLUMLIKE EIKLLMPU resembling plum (fleshy fruit) [adj] 

PLUMMEST ELMMPSTU PLUM, highly desirable [adj] 

PLUMMETS ELMMPSTU PLUMMET, to drop straight down [v] 

PLUMMIER EILMMPRU PLUMMY, full of plums [adj] 

PLUMPENS ELMNPPSU PLUMPEN, to plump (to make plump) [v] 

PLUMPERS ELMPPRSU PLUMPER, heavy fall [n] 

PLUMPEST ELMPPSTU PLUMP, well-rounded and full in form [adj] 

PLUMPIER EILMPPRU PLUMPY, plumpish (somewhat plump) [adj] 

PLUMPING GILMNPPU PLUMP, to make plump [v] 

PLUMPISH HILMPPSU somewhat plump [adj] 

PLUMULAR ALLMPRUU PLUMULE, primary bud of plant embryo [adj] 

PLUMULES ELLMPSUU PLUMULE, primary bud of plant embryo [n] 

PLUNDERS DELNPRSU PLUNDER, to rob of goods by force [v] 

PLUNGERS EGLNPRSU PLUNGER, one that plunges (to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something) [n] 

PLUNGING GGILNNPU PLUNGE, to throw or thrust suddenly or forcibly into something [v] 

PLUNKERS EKLNPRSU PLUNKER, one that plunks (to fall or drop heavily) [n] 

PLUNKIER EIKLNPRU PLUNKY, marked by quick, hollow, metallic sound [adj] 
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PLUNKING GIKLNNPU PLUNK, to fall or drop heavily [v] 

PLURALLY ALLLPRUY in manner or form that expresses more than one [adv] 

PLUSHEST EHLPSSTU PLUSH, luxurious [adj] 

PLUSHIER EHILPRSU PLUSHY, luxurious [adj] 

PLUSHILY HILLPSUY PLUSHY, luxurious [adv] 

PLUSSAGE AEGLPSSU amount over and above another [n -S] 

PLUTONIC CILNOPTU PLUTON, formation of igneous rock [adj] 

PLUVIALS AILLPSUV PLUVIAL, prolonged period of wet climate [n] 

PLUVIOSE EILOPSUV pluvious (pertaining to rain) [adj] 

PLUVIOUS ILOPSUUV pertaining to rain [adj] 

PLYINGLY GILLNPYY PLY, to supply with or offer repeatedly [adv] 

PLYWOODS DLOOPSWY PLYWOOD, building material [n] 

POACEOUS ACEOOPSU pertaining to plants of grass family [adj] 

POACHERS ACEHOPRS POACHER, one that poaches (to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish) [n] 

POACHIER ACEHIOPR POACHY, swampy (marshy (resembling marsh (tract of low, wet land))) [adj] 

POACHING ACGHINOP POACH, to trespass for purpose of taking game or fish [v] 

POBLANOS ABLNOOPS POBLANO, mild, dark-green chili pepper [n] 

POCHARDS ACDHOPRS POCHARD, sea duck [n] 

POCKETED CDEEKOPT POCKET, to place in pouch sewed into garment [v] 

POCKETER CEEKOPRT one that pockets (to place in pouch sewed into garment) [n -S] 

POCKIEST CEIKOPST POCKY, covered with pocks [adj] 

POCKMARK ACKKMOPR to mark with scars caused by eruptive disease [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POCOSENS CENOOPSS POCOSEN, pocosin (upland swamp) [n] 

POCOSINS CINOOPSS POCOSIN, upland swamp [n] 

POCOSONS CNOOOPSS POCOSON, pocosin (upland swamp) [n] 

PODAGRAL AADGLOPR PODAGRA, gout in foot [adj] 

PODAGRAS AADGOPRS PODAGRA, gout in foot [n] 

PODAGRIC ACDGIOPR PODAGRA, gout in foot [adj] 

PODCASTS ACDOPSST PODCAST, to make program available in digital format for download over Internet [v] 

PODESTAS ADEOPSST PODESTA, Italian magistrate [n] 

PODGIEST DEGIOPST PODGY, pudgy (short and fat) [adj] 

PODIATRY ADIOPRTY study and treatment of human foot [n -RIES] 

PODOCARP ACDOOPPR designating family of evergreen trees [adj] 

PODOMERE DEEMOOPR podite (limb segment of arthropod) [n -S] 

PODSOLIC CDILOOPS PODSOL, podzol (infertile soil) [adj] 

PODZOLIC CDILOOPZ PODZOL, infertile soil [adj] 

POECHORE CEEHOOPR semiarid region [n -S] 

POETICAL ACEILOPT poetic (pertaining to poetry (literary work in metrical form)) [adj] 

POETISED DEEIOPST POETISE, to poetize (to write poetry) [v] 

POETISER EEIOPRST poetizer (one that poetizes (to write poetry)) [n -S] 

POETISES EEIOPSST POETISE, to poetize (to write poetry) [v] 

POETIZED DEEIOPTZ POETIZE, to write poetry [v] 

POETIZER EEIOPRTZ one that poetizes (to write poetry) [n -S] 

POETIZES EEIOPSTZ POETIZE, to write poetry [v] 

POETLESS EELOPSST lacking poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

POETLIKE EEIKLOPT resembling poet (one who writes poems (composition in verse)) [adj] 

POETRIES EEIOPRST POETRY, literary work in metrical form [n] 
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POGONIAS AGINOOPS POGONIA, small orchid [n] 

POGONIPS GINOOPPS POGONIP, dense fog of suspended ice particles [n] 

POGROMED DEGMOOPR POGROM, to massacre systematically [v] 

POIGNANT AGINNOPT emotionally distressing [adj] 

POINDING DGIINNOP POIND, to seize and sell property of to satisfy debt [v] 

POINTERS EINOPRST POINTER, one that points (to indicate direction with finger) [n] 

POINTIER EIINOPRT POINTY, coming to sharp, tapering end [adj] 

POINTING GIINNOPT cement or mortar filling joints of brickwork [n -S] / POINT, to indicate direction with finger [v] 

POINTMAN AIMNNOPT certain player in hockey [n -MEN] 

POINTMEN EIMNNOPT POINTMAN, certain player in hockey [n] 

POISONED DEINOOPS POISON, to administer harmful substance to [v] 

POISONER EINOOPRS one that poisons (to administer harmful substance to) [n -S] 

POITRELS EILOPRST POITREL, peytral (piece of armor for breast of horse) [n] 

POKEROOT EKOOOPRT pokeweed (perennial herb) [n -S] 

POKEWEED DEEEKOPW perennial herb [n -S] 

POKINESS EIKNOPSS state of being poky (slow (moving with little speed)) [n -ES] 

POLARISE AEILOPRS to polarize (to give polarity to) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POLARITY AILOPRTY possession of two opposite qualities [n -TIES] 

POLARIZE AEILOPRZ to give polarity to [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POLARONS ALNOOPRS POLARON, type of electron (elementary particle) [n] 

POLEAXED ADEELOPX POLEAX, to strike with axlike weapon [v] / POLEAXE [v] 

POLEAXES AEELOPSX POLEAX, to strike with axlike weapon [v] / POLEAXE [v] 

POLECATS ACELOPST POLECAT, carnivorous mammal [n] 

POLELESS EELLOPSS having no pole [adj] 

POLEMICS CEILMOPS POLEMIC, controversial argument [n] 

POLEMIST EILMOPST one who engages in polemics (controversial argument) [n -S] 

POLEMIZE EEILMOPZ to engage in polemics (controversial argument) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

POLENTAS AELNOPST POLENTA, thick mush of cornmeal [n] 

POLESTAR AELOPRST guiding principle [n -S] 

POLEWARD ADELOPRW in direction of either extremity of earth's axis [adv] 

POLICERS CEILOPRS POLICER, one that polices (to make clean or orderly) [n] 

POLICIER CEIILOPR film featuring police investigating crimes [n -S] 

POLICIES CEIILOPS POLICY, action or procedure considered with reference to prudence or expediency [n] 

POLICING CGIILNOP POLICE, to make clean or orderly [v] 

POLISHED DEHILOPS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v] 

POLISHER EHILOPRS one that polishes (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [n -S] 

POLISHES EHILOPSS POLISH, to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing [v] 

POLITELY EILLOPTY POLITE, showing consideration for others [adv] 

POLITEST EILOPSTT POLITE, showing consideration for others [adj] 

POLITICK CIIKLOPT to engage in politics (art or science of government) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POLITICO CIILOOPT one who politicks (to engage in politics (art or science of government)) [n -ES, -S] 

POLITICS CIILOPST art or science of government [n POLITICS] 

POLITIES EIILOPST POLITY, form or system of government [n] 

POLKAING AGIKLNOP POLKA, to perform lively dance [v] 

POLLACKS ACKLLOPS POLLACK, marine food fish [n] 

POLLARDS ADLLOPRS POLLARD, to cut top branches of tree back to trunk [v] 

POLLENED DEELLNOP POLLEN, to convey pollen (fertilizing element in seed plant) to [v] 
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POLLICAL ACILLLOP POLLEX, innermost digit of forelimb [adj] 

POLLICES CEILLOPS POLLEX, innermost digit of forelimb [n] 

POLLINGS GILLNOPS POLLING, registering or casting of votes [n] 

POLLINIA AIILLNOP masses of pollen grains [n POLLINIA] 

POLLINIC CIILLNOP pertaining to pollen [adj] 

POLLISTS ILLOPSST POLLIST, poller (one that polls (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion)) [n] 

POLLIWOG GILLOOPW tadpole (aquatic larva of amphibian) [n -S] 

POLLOCKS CKLLOOPS POLLOCK, pollack (marine food fish) [n] 

POLLSTER ELLOPRST poller (one that polls (to question for purpose of surveying public opinion)) [n -S] 

POLLUTED DELLOPTU POLLUTE, to make unclean or impure [v] 

POLLUTER ELLOPRTU one that pollutes (to make unclean or impure) [n -S] 

POLLUTES ELLOPSTU POLLUTE, to make unclean or impure [v] 

POLLYWOG GLLOOPWY polliwog (tadpole (aquatic larva of amphibian)) [n -S] 

POLOISTS ILOOPSST POLOIST, polo player [n] 

POLONIUM ILMNOOPU radioactive element [n -S] 

POLTROON LNOOOPRT base coward [n -S] 

POLYADIC ACDILOPY involving three or more quantities or individuals [adj] 

POLYBAGS ABGLOPSY POLYBAG, to place something in polyethylene bag [v] 

POLYBRID BDILOPRY type of hybrid plant [n -S] 

POLYCOTS CLOOPSTY POLYCOT, type of plant [n] 

POLYDRUG DGLOPRUY pertaining to use of several drugs together [adj] 

POLYENES EELNOPSY POLYENE, chemical compound [n] 

POLYENIC CEILNOPY POLYENE, chemical compound [adj] 

POLYGALA AAGLLOPY flowering plant [n -S] 

POLYGAMY AGLMOPYY condition of having more than one spouse at same time [n -MIES] 

POLYGENE EEGLNOPY type of gene (hereditary unit) [n -S] 

POLYGLOT GLLOOPTY one that speaks or writes several languages [n -S] 

POLYGONS GLNOOPSY POLYGON, closed plane figure bounded by straight lines [n] 

POLYGONY GLNOOPYY herb (flowering plant with nonwoody stem) [n -NIES] 

POLYGYNE EGLNOPYY having more than one egg-laying queen in insect colony [adj] 

POLYGYNY GLNOPYYY condition of having more than one wife at same time [n -NIES] 

POLYMATH AHLMOPTY person of great and varied learning [n -S] 

POLYMERS ELMOPRSY POLYMER, complex chemical compound [n] 

POLYNYAS ALNOPSYY POLYNYA, area of open water surrounded by sea ice [n] 

POLYOMAS ALMOOPSY POLYOMA, type of virus (any of class of submicroscopic pathogens) [n] 

POLYPARY ALOPPRYY common supporting structure of polyp colony [n -RIES] 

POLYPEDS DELOPPSY POLYPED, something having many legs [n] 

POLYPIDE DEILOPPY polyp (invertebrate) [n -S] 

POLYPNEA AELNOPPY rapid breathing [n -S] 

POLYPODS DLOOPPSY POLYPOD, many-footed organism [n] 

POLYPODY DLOOPPYY fern (flowerless vascular plant) [n -DIES] 

POLYPOID DILOOPPY resembling polyp (invertebrate) [adj] 

POLYPORE ELOOPPRY type of fungus (any of major group of lower plants) [n -S] 

POLYPOUS LOOPPSUY pertaining to polyp (invertebrate) [adj] 

POLYSEMY ELMOPSYY diversity of meanings [n -MIES] 

POLYSOME ELMOOPSY cluster of protein particles [n -S] 

POLYTENE EELNOPTY having chromosomes of certain type [adj] 
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POLYTENY ELNOPTYY state of being polytene (having chromosomes of certain type) [n -NIES] 

POLYTYPE ELOPPTYY crystal structure [n -S] 

POLYURIA AILOPRUY excessive urination [n -S] 

POLYURIC CILOPRUY POLYURIA, excessive urination [adj] 

POLYZOAN ALNOOPYZ bryozoan (type of small aquatic animal) [n -S] 

POLYZOIC CILOOPYZ composed of many zooids [adj] 

POMADING ADGIMNOP POMADE, to apply perfumed hair dressing to [v] 

POMANDER ADEMNOPR mixture of aromatic substances [n -S] 

POMATUMS AMMOPSTU POMATUM, perfumed hair dressing [n] 

POMFRETS EFMOPRST POMFRET, marine fish [n] 

POMMELED DEELMMOP POMMEL, to strike with fists [v] 

POMOLOGY GLMOOOPY study of fruits [n -GIES] 

POMPANOS AMNOOPPS POMPANO, marine food fish [n] 

PONCHOED CDEHNOOP PONCHO, type of cloak [adj] 

PONDERED DDEENOPR PONDER, to consider something deeply and thoroughly [v] 

PONDERER DEENOPRR one that ponders (to consider something deeply and thoroughly) [n -S] 

PONDWEED DDEENOPW aquatic plant [n -S] 

PONGIEST EGINOPST PONGY, stinky (emitting foul odor) [adj] 

PONIARDS ADINOPRS PONIARD, to stab with dagger [v] 

PONTIFEX EFINOPTX ancient Roman priest [n -FICES] 

PONTIFFS FFINOPST PONTIFF, pope or bishop [n] 

PONTIFIC CFIINOPT pertaining to pope or bishop [adj] 

PONTOONS NNOOOPST PONTOON, to cross water using pontoons (flat-bottomed boats) [v] 

PONYTAIL AILNOPTY hairstyle [n -S] 

POOCHING CGHINOOP POOCH, to bulge (to swell out) [v] 

POOLHALL AHLLLOOP poolroom (establishment for playing of billiards) [n -S] 

POOLROOM LMOOOOPR establishment for playing of billiards [n -S] 

POOLSIDE DEILOOPS area surrounding swimming pool [n -S] 

POOPIEST EIOOPPST POOPY, stupid or ineffectual [adj] 

POORNESS ENOOPRSS state of being poor (lacking means of support) [n -ES] 

POORTITH HIOOPRTT poverty (state of being poor (lacking means of support)) [n -S] 

POORWILL ILLOOPRW small North American bird [n -S] 

POPCORNS CNOOPPRS POPCORN, variety of corn [n] 

POPEDOMS DEMOOPPS POPEDOM, office of pope (head of Roman Catholic Church) [n] 

POPELESS EELOPPSS POPE, head of Roman Catholic Church [adj] 

POPELIKE EEIKLOPP POPE, head of Roman Catholic Church [adj] 

POPINJAY AIJNOPPY vain person [n -S] 

POPLITEI EIILOPPT muscles at back of knees [n POPLITEI] 

POPLITIC CIILOPPT pertaining to part of leg behind knee [adj] 

POPOVERS EOOPPRSV POPOVER, very light egg muffin [n] 

POPPADOM ADMOOPPP papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

POPPADUM ADMOPPPU papadum (thin, crisp bread of India) [n -S] 

POPPIEST EIOPPPST POPPY, having characteristics of pop music [adj] 

POPPLIER EILOPPPR POPPLY, choppy (full of short, rough waves) [adj] 

POPPLING GILNOPPP POPPLE, to move in bubbling or rippling manner [v] 

POPSICLE CEILOPPS trademark [n -S] 

POPSTERS EOPPRSST POPSTER, pop musician [n] 
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POPULACE ACELOPPU common people [n -S] 

POPULATE AELOPPTU to inhabit (to live in) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

POPULISM ILMOPPSU populists' doctrines [n -S] 

POPULIST ILOPPSTU member of party which represents common people [n -S] 

POPULOUS LOOPPSUU containing many inhabitants [adj] 

PORCINIS CIINOPRS PORCINI, PORCINO, porcini [n] 

PORKIEST EIKOPRST PORKY, resembling pork [adj] 

PORKPIES EIKOPPRS PORKPIE, man's hat [n] 

PORKWOOD DKOOOPRW tropical tree [n -S] 

PORNIEST EINOPRST PORNY, pornographic [adj] 

POROSITY IOOPRSTY state of being porous (having minute openings) [n -TIES] 

POROUSLY LOOPRSUY POROUS, having minute openings [adv] 

PORPHYRY HOPPRRYY igneous rock [n -RIES] 

PORPOISE EIOOPPRS to move forward with rising and falling motions [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PORRIDGE DEGIOPRR soft food [n -S]  

PORRIDGY DGIOPRRY PORRIDGE, soft food [adj] 

PORTABLE ABELOPRT something that can be carried [n -S] 

PORTABLY ABLOPRTY so as to be capable of being carried [adv] 

PORTAGED ADEGOPRT PORTAGE, to transport from one navigable waterway to another [v] 

PORTAGES AEGOPRST PORTAGE, to transport from one navigable waterway to another [v] 

PORTALED ADELOPRT PORTAL, door, gate, or entrance [adj] 

PORTANCE ACENOPRT demeanor (manner in which one conducts oneself) [n -S] 

PORTAPAK AAKOPPRT portable combined video recorder and camera [n -S] 

PORTENDS DENOPRST PORTEND, to serve as omen of [v] 

PORTENTS ENOPRSTT PORTENT, omen [n] 

PORTERED DEEOPRRT PORTER, to carry luggage for pay [v] 

PORTHOLE EHLOOPRT small window in ship's side [n -S] 

PORTICOS CIOOPRST PORTICO, type of porch (covered structure at entrance to building) [n] 

PORTIERE EEIOPRRT curtain for doorway [n -S] 

PORTIONS INOOPRST PORTION, to divide into shares for distribution [v] 

PORTLESS ELOPRSST having no place for ships to load or unload [adj] 

PORTLIER EILOPRRT PORTLY, rather heavy or fat [adj] 

PORTOLAN ALNOOPRT book of sailing directions [n -S] 

PORTRAIT AIOPRRTT likeness of person [n -S] 

PORTRAYS AOPRRSTY PORTRAY, to represent pictorially [v] 

PORTRESS EOPRRSST female doorkeeper [n -ES] 

PORTSIDE DEIOPRST on left side of ship facing forward [adv] 

POSEABLE ABEELOPS POSE, to assume fixed position [adj] 

POSHNESS EHNOPSSS quality of being posh (stylish or elegant) [n -ES] 

POSINGLY GILNOPSY in posing manner [adv] 

POSITING GIINOPST POSIT, to place (to set in particular position) [v] 

POSITION IINOOPST to put in particular location [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSITIVE EIIOPSTV certain (absolutely certain) [adj -R, -ST] / POSITIVITY [n] / quantity greater than zero [n -S] 

POSITRON INOOPRST subatomic particle [n -S] 

POSOLOGY GLOOOPSY branch of medicine that deals with drug dosages [n -GIES] 

POSSIBLE BEILOPSS capable of happening or proving true [adj -R, -ST] / possibility [n -S] 

POSSIBLY BILOPSSY POSSIBLE, capable of happening or proving true [adv] 
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POSTAGES AEGOPSST POSTAGE, charge for mailing item [n] 

POSTALLY ALLOPSTY in manner pertaining to mails [adv] 

POSTANAL AALNOPST situated behind anus [adj] 

POSTBAGS ABGOPSST POSTBAG, mailbag (bag for carrying mail (postal material)) [n] 

POSTBASE ABEOPSST following base word [adj] 

POSTBOYS BOOPSSTY POSTBOY, boy who carries mail [n] 

POSTBURN BNOPRSTU following burn [adj] 

POSTCARD ACDOPRST card for use in mail [n -S] 

POSTCAVA AACOPSTV vein in higher vertebrates [n -E, -S] 

POSTCODE CDEOOPST code of numbers and letters used in mailing address [n -S] 

POSTCOUP COOPPSTU following coup [adj] 

POSTDATE ADEOPSTT to give date later than actual date to [v -D, -TING, -S] 

POSTDIVE DEIOPSTV following dive [adj] 

POSTDOCS CDOOPSST POSTDOC, one engaged in postdoctoral study [n] 

POSTDRUG DGOPRSTU following taking of drug [adj] 

POSTEENS EENOPSST POSTEEN, Afghan outer garment [n] 

POSTERED DEEOPRST POSTER, to affix public notices on [v] 

POSTERNS ENOPRSST POSTERN, rear door or gate [n] 

POSTFACE ACEFOPST brief note placed at end of publication [n -S] 

POSTFIRE EFIOPRST following fire [adj] 

POSTFORM FMOOPRST to shape subsequently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSTGAME AEGMOPST following game [adj] 

POSTGRAD ADGOPRST student continuing formal education after graduation [n -S] 

POSTHEAT AEHOPSTT heat applied to metal after welding [n -S] 

POSTHOLE EHLOOPST hole for fence post [n -S] 

POSTICHE CEHIOPST imitation (act of imitating (to behave in same way as)) [n -S] 

POSTINGS GINOPSST POSTING, act of transferring to ledger [n] 

POSTIQUE EIOPQSTU postiche (imitation (act of imitating (imitate))) [n -S] 

POSTLUDE DELOPSTU closing musical piece [n -S] 

POSTMARK AKMOPRST to stamp mail with official mark [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSTORAL ALOOPRST situated behind mouth [adj] 

POSTPAID ADIOPPST with postage prepaid [adv] 

POSTPONE ENOOPPST to put off to future time [v -D, -NING, -S] 

POSTPOSE EOOPPSST to place (word or phrase) after grammatically related word [v -D, -SING, -S] 

POSTPUNK KNOPPSTU pertaining to music coming after punk rock [adj] 

POSTRACE ACEOPRST following race [adj] 

POSTRIOT IOOPRSTT following riot [adj] 

POSTSHOW HOOPSSTW following show [adj] 

POSTSYNC CNOPSSTY to add sound to film after scene has been photographed [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POSTTEEN EENOPSTT person older than 19 years [n -S]  

POSTTEST EOPSSTTT test given after instructional program [n -S] 

POSTURAL ALOPRSTU pertaining to position of body [adj] 

POSTURED DEOPRSTU POSTURE, to assume particular position [v] 

POSTURER EOPRRSTU one that postures (to assume particular position) [n -S] 

POSTURES EOPRSSTU POSTURE, to assume particular position [v] 

POTABLES ABELOPST POTABLE, liquid suitable for drinking [n] 

POTASHES AEHOPSST POTASH, alkaline compound [n] 
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POTASSIC ACIOPSST pertaining to potassium (metallic element) [adj] 

POTATION AINOOPTT act of drinking (to swallow liquid) [n -S] 

POTATOES AEOOPSTT POTATO, edible tuber of cultivated plant [n] 

POTATORY AOOPRTTY pertaining to drinking (habit of drinking alcoholic beverages) [adj] 

POTBELLY BELLOPTY protruding abdominal region [n -LLIES] 

POTBOILS BILOOPST POTBOIL, to produce inferior literary or artistic work [v] 

POTBOUND BDNOOPTU having grown too large for its container [adj] 

POTENCES CEENOPST POTENCE, potency (quality of being potent (powerful (possessing great force))) [n] 

POTENTLY ELNOPTTY POTENT, powerful (possessing great force) [adv] 

POTHEADS ADEHOPST POTHEAD, one who smokes marijuana [n] 

POTHEENS EEHNOPST POTHEEN, poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n] 

POTHERBS BEHOPRST POTHERB, any herb used as food or seasoning [n] 

POTHERED DEEHOPRT POTHER, to trouble (to distress (to cause anxiety or suffering to)) [v] 

POTHOLED DEHLOOPT POTHOLE, deep hole in road [adj] / pothole (spelunking) [v] 

POTHOLER EHLOOPRT one who explores deep underground holes or caves [n -S] 

POTHOLES EHLOOPST pothole (spelunking) [v] / POTHOLE, deep hole in road [n] 

POTHOOKS HKOOOPST POTHOOK, hook for lifting or hanging pots [n] 

POTHOUSE EHOOPSTU tavern (place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises) [n -S] 

POTICHES CEHIOPST POTICHE, type of vase (rounded, decorative container) [n] 

POTLACHE ACEHLOPT potlach (ceremonial feast) [n -S] 

POTLATCH ACHLOPTT to hold ceremonial feast for [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

POTLINES EILNOPST POTLINE, row of electrolytic cells [n] 

POTLUCKS CKLOPSTU POTLUCK, food which is incidentally available [n] 

POTSHARD ADHOPRST potsherd (fragment of broken pottery) [n -S] 

POTSHERD DEHOPRST fragment of broken pottery [n -S] 

POTSHOTS HOOPSSTT POTSHOT, to shoot randomly at [v] 

POTSTONE ENOOPSTT variety of steatite [n -S] 

POTTAGES AEGOPSTT POTTAGE, thick soup [n] 

POTTEENS EENOPSTT POTTEEN, poteen (Irish whiskey that is distilled unlawfully) [n] 

POTTERED DEEOPRTT POTTER, to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [v] 

POTTERER EEOPRRTT one that potters (to putter (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner)) [n -S] 

POTTIEST EIOPSTTT POTTY, of little importance [adj] 

POUCHIER CEHIOPRU POUCHY, resembling pouch [adj] 

POUCHING CGHINOPU POUCH, to put in pouch (small, flexible receptacle) [v] 

POULARDE ADELOPRU poulard (spayed hen) [n -S] 

POULARDS ADLOPRSU POULARD, spayed hen [n] 

POULTERS ELOPRSTU POULTER, one that deals in poultry [n] 

POULTICE CEILOPTU to apply healing substance to [v -D, -CING, -S] 

POUNCERS CENOPRSU POUNCER, one that pounces (to make sudden assault or approach) [n] 

POUNCING CGINNOPU POUNCE, to make sudden assault or approach [v] 

POUNDAGE ADEGNOPU act of impounding (to seize and retain in legal custody) [n -S] 

POUNDALS ADLNOPSU POUNDAL, unit of force [n] 

POUNDERS DENOPRSU POUNDER, one that pounds (to strike heavily and repeatedly) [n] 

POUNDING DGINNOPU POUND, to strike heavily and repeatedly [v] 

POURABLE ABELOPRU POUR, to cause to flow [adj] 

POUSSIES EIOPSSSU POUSSIE, pussy (cat) [n] 

POUTIEST EIOPSTTU POUTY, tending to pout [adj] 
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POUTINES EINOPSTU POUTINE, dish of french fries and cheese curds topped with gravy [n] 

POWDERED DDEEOPRW POWDER, to reduce to powder (matter in finely divided state) [v] 

POWDERER DEEOPRRW one that powders (to reduce to powder (matter in finely divided state)) [n -S] 

POWERFUL EFLOPRUW possessing great force [adj] 

POWERING EGINOPRW POWER, to provide with means of propulsion [v] 

POWWOWED DEOOPWWW POWWOW, to hold conference [v] 

POXVIRUS IOPRSUVX type of virus (any of class of submicroscopic pathogens) [n -ES] 

POZZOLAN ALNOOPZZ finely divided material used to make cement [n -S] 

PRACTICE ACCEIPRT to perform often so as to acquire skill [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRACTISE ACEIPRST to practice (to perform often so as to acquire skill) [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRAECIPE ACEEIPPR legal writ [n -S] 

PRAEDIAL AADEILPR pertaining to land [adj] 

PRAEFECT ACEEFPRT prefect (ancient Roman official) [n -S] 

PRAELECT ACEELPRT to prelect (to lecture (to expound on specific subject)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRAETORS AEOPRRST PRAETOR, ancient Roman magistrate [n] 

PRAIRIES AEIIPRRS PRAIRIE, tract of grassland [n] 

PRAISERS AEIPRRSS PRAISER, one that praises (to express approval or admiration of) [n] 

PRAISING AGIINPRS PRAISE, to express approval or admiration of [v] 

PRALINES AEILNPRS PRALINE, confection made of nuts cooked in sugar [n] 

PRANCERS ACENPRRS PRANCER, one that prances (to spring forward on hind legs) [n] 

PRANCING ACGINNPR PRANCE, to spring forward on hind legs [v] 

PRANDIAL AADILNPR pertaining to meal (food served and eaten in one sitting) [adj] 

PRANGING AGGINNPR PRANG, to cause to crash [v] 

PRANKING AGIKNNPR PRANK, to adorn gaudily [v] 

PRANKISH AHIKNPRS mischievous [adj] 

PRATFALL AAFLLPRT fall on buttocks [n -S] 

PRATIQUE AEIPQRTU clearance given ship by health authority of port [n -S] 

PRATTLED ADELPRTT PRATTLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PRATTLER AELPRRTT one that prattles (to babble (to talk idly or excessively)) [n -S] 

PRATTLES AELPRSTT PRATTLE, to babble (to talk idly or excessively) [v] 

PRAWNERS AENPRRSW PRAWNER, one that prawns (to fish for prawns (edible shellfish)) [n] 

PRAWNING AGINNPRW PRAWN, to fish for prawns (edible shellfish) [v] 

PRAXISES AEIPRSSX PRAXIS, practical use of theory [n] 

PREACHED ACDEEHPR PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 

PREACHER ACEEHPRR one that preaches (to advocate or recommend urgently) [n -S] 

PREACHES ACEEHPRS PREACH, to advocate or recommend urgently [v] 

PREACTED ACDEEPRT PREACT, to act beforehand [v] 

PREADAPT AADEPPRT to adapt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREADMIT ADEIMPRT to admit beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PREADOPT ADEOPPRT to adopt beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREADULT ADELPRTU person not yet adult [n -S] 

PREALLOT AELLOPRT to allot beforehand [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

PREALTER AEELPRRT to alter beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREAMBLE ABEELMPR introductory statement [n -S] 

PREAPPLY AELPPPRY to apply beforehand [v -LIED, -ING, -LIES] 

PREARMED ADEEMPRR PREARM, to arm beforehand [v] 

PREAUDIT ADEIPRTU audit made prior to final settlement of transaction [n -S] 
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PREAVERS AEEPRRSV PREAVER, to aver or assert beforehand [v] 

PREAXIAL AAEILPRX situated in front of axis [adj] 

PREBAKED ABDEEKPR PREBAKE, to bake beforehand [v] 

PREBAKES ABEEKPRS PREBAKE, to bake beforehand [v] 

PREBASAL AABELPRS situated in front of base [adj] 

PREBENDS BDEENPRS PREBEND, clergyman's stipend [n] 

PREBILLS BEILLPRS PREBILL, to bill beforehand [v] 

PREBINDS BDEINPRS PREBIND, to bind beforehand [v] 

PREBIRTH BEHIPRRT period preceding child's birth [n -S] 

PREBLESS BEELPRSS to bless beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PREBOARD ABDEOPRR to board before regular time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREBOILS BEILOPRS PREBOIL, to boil beforehand [v] 

PREBOOKS BEKOOPRS PREBOOK, to book beforehand [v] 

PREBOUND BDENOPRU PREBIND, to bind beforehand [v] 

PREBUILD BDEILPRU to build beforehand [v -LT, -ING, -S] 

PREBUILT BEILPRTU PREBUILD, to build beforehand [v] 

PRECASTS ACEPRSST PRECAST, to cast before placing into position [v] 

PRECAVAE AACEEPRV PRECAVA, vein in higher vertebrates [n] 

PRECAVAL AACELPRV PRECAVA, vein in higher vertebrates [adj] 

PRECEDED CDDEEEPR PRECEDE, to go before [v] 

PRECEDES CDEEEPRS PRECEDE, to go before [v] 

PRECENTS CEENPRST PRECENT, to lead church choir in singing [v] 

PRECEPTS CEEPPRST PRECEPT, rule of conduct [n] 

PRECHECK CCEEHKPR to check beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECHILL CEHILLPR to chill beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECHOSE CEEHOPRS PRECHOOSE, to choose beforehand [v] 

PRECIEUX CEEIPRUX excessively refined [adj] 

PRECINCT CCEINPRT subdivision of city or town [n -S] 

PRECIOUS CEIOPRSU darling (much-loved person) [n -ES] 

PRECIPES CEEIPPRS PRECIPE, praecipe (legal writ) [n] 

PRECISED CDEEIPRS PRECIS, to make concise summary of [v] 

PRECISER CEEIPRRS PRECISE, sharply and clearly defined or stated [adj] 

PRECISES CEEIPRSS PRECIS, to make concise summary of [v] 

PRECITED CDEEIPRT previously cited [adj] 

PRECLEAN ACEELNPR to clean beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECLEAR ACEELPRR to clear beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRECLUDE CDEELPRU to make impossible by previous action [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PRECODED CDDEEOPR PRECODE, to code beforehand [v] 

PRECODES CDEEOPRS PRECODE, to code beforehand [v] 

PRECOOKS CEKOOPRS PRECOOK, to cook beforehand [v] 

PRECOOLS CELOOPRS PRECOOL, to cool beforehand [v] 

PRECRASH ACEHPRRS preceding crash [adj] 

PRECURED CDEEPRRU PRECURE, to cure beforehand [v] 

PRECURES CEEPRRSU PRECURE, to cure beforehand [v] 

PREDATED ADDEEPRT PREDATE, to date before actual or specified time [v] 

PREDATES ADEEPRST PREDATE, to date before actual or specified time [v] 

PREDATOR ADEOPRRT one that plunders (to rob of goods by force) [n -S] 
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PREDAWNS ADENPRSW PREDAWN, time just before dawn [n] 

PREDEATH ADEEHPRT period preceding person's death [n -S] 

PREDELLA ADEELLPR base of altarpiece [n -S] 

PREDICTS CDEIPRST PREDICT, to tell of or about in advance [v] 

PREDRAFT ADEFPRRT preceding draft (system for selecting players for professional teams) [adj] 

PREDRIED DDEEIPRR PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

PREDRIES DEEIPRRS PREDRY, to dry beforehand [v] 

PREDRILL DEILLPRR to drill beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREDUSKS DEKPRSSU PREDUSK, time just before dusk [n] 

PREEDITS DEEIPRST PREEDIT, to edit beforehand [v] 

PREELECT CEEELPRT to elect or choose beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREEMIES EEEIMPRS PREEMIE, infant born prematurely [n] 

PREEMPTS EEMPPRST PREEMPT, to acquire by prior right [v] 

PREENACT ACEENPRT to enact beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREENERS EEENPRRS PREENER, one that preens (to smooth or clean with beak or tongue) [n] 

PREENING EEGINNPR PREEN, to smooth or clean with beak or tongue [v] 

PREERECT CEEEPRRT to erect beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREEXIST EEIPRSTX to exist before [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREFACED ACDEEFPR PREFACE, to provide with introductory statement [v] 

PREFACER ACEEFPRR one that prefaces (to provide with introductory statement) [n -S] 

PREFACES ACEEFPRS PREFACE, to provide with introductory statement [v] 

PREFADED ADDEEFPR PREFADE, to fade beforehand [v] 

PREFADES ADEEFPRS PREFADE, to fade beforehand [v] 

PREFECTS CEEFPRST PREFECT, ancient Roman official [n] 

PREFIGHT EFGHIPRT preceding fight [adj] 

PREFILED DEEFILPR PREFILE, to file beforehand [v] 

PREFILES EEFILPRS PREFILE, to file beforehand [v] 

PREFIRED DEEFIPRR PREFIRE, to fire beforehand [v] 

PREFIRES EEFIPRRS PREFIRE, to fire beforehand [v] 

PREFIXAL AEFILPRX pertaining to or being prefix [adj] 

PREFIXED DEEFIPRX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PREFIXES EEFIPRSX PREFIX, to add as prefix (form affixed to beginning of root word) [v] 

PREFLAME AEEFLMPR preceding flame [adj] 

PREFOCUS CEFOPRSU to focus beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -ES, -SSED, -SSING, -SSES] 

PREFORMS EFMOPRRS PREFORM, to form beforehand [v] 

PREFRANK AEFKNPRR to frank beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREFROZE EEFOPRRZ PREFREEZE [n] 

PREFUNDS DEFNPRSU PREFUND, to fund beforehand [v] 

PREGAMED ADEEGMPR PREGAME, to consume alcohol before game [v]  

PREGAMES AEEGMPRS PREGAME, to consume alcohol before game [v] 

PREGGERS EEGGPRRS pregnant (carrying developing fetus in uterus) [adj] 

PREGNANT AEGNNPRT carrying developing fetus in uterus [adj] 

PREGUIDE DEEGIPRU to guide beforehand [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PREHEATS AEEHPRST PREHEAT, to heat beforehand [v] 

PREHUMAN AEHMNPRU prototype of man [n -S] 

PREJUDGE DEEGJPRU to judge beforehand [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PRELATES AEELPRST PRELATE, high-ranking clergyman [n] 
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PRELATIC ACEILPRT PRELATE, high-ranking clergyman [adj] 

PRELECTS CEELPRST PRELECT, to lecture (to expound on specific subject) [v] 

PRELEGAL AEEGLLPR occurring before commencement of studies in law [adj] 

PRELIMIT EIILMPRT to limit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRELIVES EEILPRSV PRELIFE, life conceived as lived before one's earthly life [n] 

PRELOADS ADELOPRS PRELOAD, to load beforehand [v] 

PRELUDED DDEELPRU PRELUDE, to play musical introduction [v] 

PRELUDER DEELPRRU one that preludes (to play musical introduction) [n -S] 

PRELUDES DEELPRSU PRELUDE, to play musical introduction [v] 

PRELUNCH CEHLNPRU preceding lunch [adj] 

PREMAKES AEEKMPRS PREMAKE, to make in advance [v]  

PREMEDIC CDEEIMPR premed (student preparing for study of medicine) [n -S] 

PREMIERE EEEIMPRR to present publicly for first time [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PREMIERS EEIMPRRS PREMIER, prime minister [n] 

PREMISED DEEIMPRS PREMISE, to state in advance [v] 

PREMISES EEIMPRSS PREMISE, to state in advance [v] 

PREMIUMS EIMMPRSU PREMIUM, additional payment [n] 

PREMIXED DEEIMPRX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

PREMIXES EEIMPRSX PREMIX, to mix before use [v] 

PREMOLAR AELMOPRR tooth (one of hard structures attached in row to each jaw) [n -S] 

PREMOLDS DELMOPRS PREMOLD, to mold beforehand [v] 

PREMORAL AELMOPRR preceding development of moral code [adj] 

PREMORSE EEMOPRRS ending abruptly, as if bitten off [adj] 

PREMOTOR EMOOPRRT pertaining to part of frontal lobe of brain [adj] 

PRENAMES AEEMNPRS PRENAME, forename (first name) [n] 

PRENATAL AAELNPRT prior to birth [adj] 

PRENOMEN EEMNNOPR first name of ancient Roman [n -S, -MINA] 

PRENTICE CEEINPRT to place with employer for instruction in trade [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PREORDER DEEOPRRR to order beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREOWNED DEENOPRW owned beforehand by someone else [adj] 

PREPACKS ACEKPPRS PREPACK, to package before retail distribution [v] 

PREPARED ADEEPPRR PREPARE, to put in proper condition or readiness [v] 

PREPARER AEEPPRRR one that prepares (to put in proper or readiness) [n -S] 

PREPARES AEEPPRRS PREPARE, to put in proper condition or readiness [v] 

PREPASTE AEEPPRST to paste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PREPAVED ADEEPPRV PREPAVE, to pave beforehand [v] 

PREPAVES AEEPPRSV PREPAVE, to pave beforehand [v] 

PREPENSE EEENPPRS planned in advance [adj] 

PREPLACE ACEELPPR to place beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PREPLANS AELNPPRS PREPLAN, to plan in advance [v] 

PREPLANT AELNPPRT occurring before planting [adj] 

PREPOSED DEEOPPRS PREPOSE, to place something in front of another [v] 

PREPOSES EEOPPRSS PREPOSE, to place something in front of another [v] 

PREPPIER EEIPPPRR PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adj] 

PREPPIES EEIPPPRS PREPPIE, one who preps [n] 

PREPPILY EILPPPRY PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adv] 

PREPPING EGINPPPR PREP, to attend preparatory school [v] 
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PREPREGS EEGPPRRS PREPREG, reinforcing material already impregnated with synthetic resin [n] 

PREPRESS EEPPRRSS pertaining to preparation of copy for printing [adj] 

PREPRICE CEEIPPRR to price beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PREPRINT EINPPRRT to print in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREPUBES BEEPPRSU PREPUBIS, bone situated in front of pubic bones [n] 

PREPUBIS BEIPPRSU bone situated in front of pubic bones [n -BES] 

PREPUCES CEEPPRSU PREPUCE, fold of skin covering penis [n] 

PREPUNCH CEHNPPRU to punch in advance [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PREPUPAE AEEPPPRU PREPUPA, stage preceding pupa [n] 

PREPUPAL AELPPPRU preceding pupal stage [adj] 

PREPUPAS AEPPPRSU PREPUPA, stage preceding pupa [n] 

PREQUELS EELPQRSU PREQUEL, book whose story precedes that of earlier work [n] 

PRERADIO ADEIOPRR preceding development of radio [adj] 

PRERENAL AEELNPRR situated in front of kidney [adj] 

PRERINSE EEINPRRS to rinse beforehand [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PRESAGED ADEEGPRS PRESAGE, to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v] 

PRESAGER AEEGPRRS one that presages (to foretell (to tell of or about in advance)) [n -S] 

PRESAGES AEEGPRSS PRESAGE, to foretell (to tell of or about in advance) [v] 

PRESALES AEELPRSS PRESALE, sale in advance [n] 

PRESCIND CDEINPRS to consider separately [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESCORE CEEOPRRS to record sound of before filming [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRESELLS EELLPRSS PRESELL, to promote product not yet being sold to public [v] 

PRESENCE CEEENPRS close proximity [n -S] 

PRESENTS EENPRSST PRESENT, to bring into presence of someone [v] 

PRESERVE EEEPRRSV to keep free from harm or danger [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PRESHAPE AEEHPPRS to shape beforehand [v -D, -PING, -S] 

PRESHIPS EHIPPRSS PRESHIP, to ship beforehand [v] 

PRESHOWN EHNOPRSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

PRESHOWS EHOPRSSW PRESHOW, to show beforehand [v] 

PRESIDED DDEEIPRS PRESIDE, to occupy position of authority [v] 

PRESIDER DEEIPRRS one that presides (to occupy position of authority) [n -S] 

PRESIDES DEEIPRSS PRESIDE, to occupy position of authority [v] 

PRESIDIA ADEIIPRS Soviet executive committees [n PRESIDIA] 

PRESIDIO DEIIOPRS Spanish fort [n -S] 

PRESIFTS EFIPRSST PRESIFT, to sift beforehand [v] 

PRESLEEP EEELPPRS preceding sleep [adj] 

PRESLICE CEEILPRS to slice beforehand [v -D, -CING, -S] 

PRESOAKS AEKOPRSS PRESOAK, to soak beforehand [v] 

PRESOLVE EELOPRSV to solve beforehand [v -D, -VING, -S] 

PRESORTS EOPRRSST PRESORT, to sort beforehand [v] 

PRESPLIT EILPPRST preceding split [adj] 

PRESSERS EEPRRSSS PRESSER, one that presses (to act upon with steady force) [n] 

PRESSING EGINPRSS instance of stamping with press [n -S] / PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 

PRESSMAN AEMNPRSS printing press operator [n -MEN] 

PRESSMEN EEMNPRSS PRESSMAN, printing press operator [n] 

PRESSORS EOPRRSSS PRESSOR, substance that raises blood pressure [n] 

PRESSRUN ENPRRSSU continuous operation of printing press [n -S] 
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PRESSURE EEPRRSSU to apply force to [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRESTAMP AEMPPRST to stamp beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRESTERS EEPRRSST PRESTER, priest [n] 

PRESTIGE EEGIPRST distinction or reputation in eyes of people [n -S] 

PRESTORE EEOPRRST to store beforehand [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PRESUMED DEEMPRSU PRESUME, to take for granted [v] 

PRESUMER EEMPRRSU one that presumes (to take for granted) [n -S] 

PRESUMES EEMPRSSU PRESUME, to take for granted [v] 

PRETAPED ADEEPPRT PRETAPE, to tape beforehand [v] 

PRETAPES AEEPPRST PRETAPE, to tape beforehand [v] 

PRETASTE AEEPRSTT to taste beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PRETEENS EEENPRST PRETEEN, child under age of thirteen [n] 

PRETELLS EELLPRST PRETELL, to tell beforehand [v] 

PRETENCE CEEENPRT pretense (act of pretending (to assume or display false appearance of)) [n -S] 

PRETENDS DEENPRST PRETEND, to assume or display false appearance of [v] 

PRETENSE EEENPRST act of pretending (to assume or display false appearance of) [n -S] 

PRETERIT EEIPRRTT past tense in grammar [n -S] 

PRETERMS EEMPRRST PRETERM, child born prematurely [n] 

PRETESTS EEPRSSTT PRETEST, to give preliminary test to [v] 

PRETEXTS EEPRSTTX PRETEXT, to allege as excuse [v] 

PRETRAIN AEINPRRT to train beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRETREAT AEEPRRTT to treat beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRETRIAL AEILPRRT proceeding that precedes trial [n -S] 

PRETRIMS EIMPRRST PRETRIM, to trim beforehand [v] 

PRETTIED DEEIPRTT PRETTY, to make pretty [v] 

PRETTIER EEIPRRTT PRETTY, pleasing to eye [adj] 

PRETTIES EEIPRSTT PRETTY, to make pretty [v] 

PRETTIFY EFIPRTTY to make pretty [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

PRETTILY EILPRTTY PRETTY, pleasing to eye [adv] 

PRETYPED DEEPPRTY PRETYPE, to type beforehand [v] 

PRETYPES EEPPRSTY PRETYPE, to type beforehand [v] 

PRETZELS EELPRSTZ PRETZEL, to contort (to twist out of shape) [v] 

PREUNION EINNOPRU union beforehand [n -S] 

PREUNITE EEINPRTU to unite beforehand [v -D, -TING, -S] 

PREVAILS AEILPRSV PREVAIL, to triumph (to be victorious) [v] 

PREVALUE AEELPRUV to value beforehand [v -D, -UING, -S] 

PREVENTS EENPRSTV PREVENT, to keep from happening [v] 

PREVERBS BEEPRRSV PREVERB, prefix or particle preceding root of verb [n] 

PREVIEWS EEIPRSVW PREVIEW, to view or exhibit in advance [v] 

PREVIOUS EIOPRSUV coming or occurring before in time or order [adj] 

PREVISED DEEIPRSV PREVISE, to foresee (to see in advance) [v] 

PREVISES EEIPRSSV PREVISE, to foresee (to see in advance) [v] 

PREVISIT EIIPRSTV to visit beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREVISOR EIOPRRSV one that previses (to foresee (to see in advance)) [n -S] 

PREVUING EGINPRUV PREVUE, to preview (to view or exhibit in advance) [v] 

PREWARMS AEMPRRSW PREWARM, to warm beforehand [v] 

PREWARNS AENPRRSW PREWARN, to warn in advance [v] 
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PREWEIGH EEGHIPRW to weigh beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREWIRED DEEIPRRW PREWIRE, to wire beforehand [v] 

PREWIRES EEIPRRSW PREWIRE, to wire beforehand [v] 

PREWORKS EKOPRRSW PREWORK, to work beforehand [v] 

PREWRAPS AEPPRRSW PREWRAP, to wrap beforehand [v] 

PREZZIES EEIPRSZZ PREZZIE, gift [n] 

PRIAPEAN AAEINPPR priapic (phallic (pertaining to phallus (penis))) [adj] 

PRIAPISM AIIMPPRS persistent erection of penis [n -S] 

PRICIEST CEIIPRST PRICY, pricey (expensive) [adj] / PRICEY [adj] 

PRICKERS CEIKPRRS PRICKER, one that pricks (to puncture slightly) [n] 

PRICKETS CEIKPRST PRICKET, spike for holding candle upright [n] 

PRICKIER CEIIKPRR PRICKY, prickly (having many sharp points) [adj] 

PRICKING CGIIKNPR PRICK, to puncture slightly [v] / prickly feeling [n -S] 

PRICKLED CDEIKLPR PRICKLE, to prick (to puncture slightly) [v] 

PRICKLES CEIKLPRS PRICKLE, to prick (to puncture slightly) [v] 

PRIDEFUL DEFILPRU full of pride [adj] 

PRIEDIEU DEEIIPRU piece of furniture for kneeling on during prayer [n -S, -X] 

PRIESTED DEEIPRST PRIEST, to ordain as priest (one authorized to perform religious rites) [v] 

PRIESTLY EILPRSTY characteristic of or befitting priest [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

PRIGGERY EGGIPRRY priggism (prim adherence to convention) [n -RIES] 

PRIGGING GGGIINPR PRIG, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PRIGGISH GGHIIPRS marked by priggism (prim adherence to convention) [adj] 

PRIGGISM GGIIMPRS prim adherence to convention [n -S] 

PRILLING GIILLNPR PRILL, to convert into pellets [v] 

PRIMAGES AEGIMPRS PRIMAGE, amount paid as addition to freight charges [n] 

PRIMALLY AILLMPRY PRIMAL, being at beginning or foundation [adv] 

PRIMATAL AAILMPRT primate (any of advanced order of mammals) [n -S] 

PRIMATES AEIMPRST PRIMATE, any of advanced order of mammals [n] 

PRIMEROS EIMOPRRS PRIMERO, card game [n] 

PRIMEVAL AEILMPRV pertaining to earliest ages [adj] 

PRIMINES EIIMNPRS PRIMINE, outer covering of ovule [n] 

PRIMINGS GIIMNPRS PRIMING, act of one that primes [n] 

PRIMMEST EIMMPRST PRIM, formally precise or proper [adj] 

PRIMMING GIIMMNPR PRIM, to give prim (formally precise or proper) expression to [v] 

PRIMNESS EIMNPRSS state of being prim (formally precise or proper) [n -ES] 

PRIMPING GIIMNPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PRIMROSE EIMOPRRS perennial herb [n -S] 

PRIMULAS AILMPRSU PRIMULA, primrose (perennial herb) [n] 

PRIMUSES EIMPRSSU PRIMUS, head bishop of Scotland [n] 

PRINCELY CEILNPRY of or befitting of prince [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

PRINCESS CEINPRSS non-reigning female member of royal family [n -ES] 

PRINCIPE CEIINPPR prince (non-reigning male member of royal family) [n -PI] 

PRINCIPI CIIINPPR PRINCIPE, prince (non-reigning male member of royal family) [n] 

PRINCOCK CCIKNOPR coxcomb (conceited dandy) [n -S] 

PRINKERS EIKNPRRS PRINKER, one that prinks (to dress or adorn in showy manner) [n] 

PRINKING GIIKNNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PRINTERS EINPRRST PRINTER, one that prints (to produce by pressed type on surface) [n] 
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PRINTERY EINPRRTY place where printing is done [n -RIES] 

PRINTING GIINNPRT PRINT, to produce by pressed type on surface [v] / reproduction from printing surface [n -S] 

PRINTOUT INOPRTTU printed output of computer [n -S] 

PRIORATE AEIOPRRT office of prior (officer in monastery) [n -S] 

PRIORESS EIOPRRSS nun corresponding in rank to prior [n -ES] 

PRIORIES EIIOPRRS PRIORY, religious house [n] 

PRIORITY IIOPRRTY precedence established by importance [n -TIES] 

PRISERES EEIPRRSS PRISERE, succession of vegetational stages [n] 

PRISMOID DIIMOPRS geometric solid [n -S] 

PRISONED DEINOPRS PRISON, to imprison (to confine (to shut within enclosure)) [v] 

PRISONER EINOPRRS one that is imprisoned [n -S] 

PRISSIER EIIPRRSS PRISSY, excessively or affectedly proper [adj] 

PRISSIES EIIPRSSS PRISSY, one who is prissy [n] 

PRISSILY IILPRSSY PRISSY, excessively or affectedly proper [adv] 

PRISSING GIINPRSS PRISS, to act in prissy manner [v] 

PRISTANE AEINPRST chemical compound [n -S] 

PRISTINE EIINPRST pertaining to earliest time or state [adj] 

PRIVATER AEIPRRTV PRIVATE, not for public use or knowledge [adj] 

PRIVATES AEIPRSTV PRIVATE, soldier of lower rank [n] 

PRIVIEST EIIPRSTV PRIVY, private (not for public use or knowledge) [adj] 

PROBABLE ABBELOPR something likely to occur or prove true [n -S] 

PROBABLY ABBLOPRY without much doubt [adv] 

PROBANDS ABDNOPRS PROBAND, one whose reactions or responses are studied [n] 

PROBANGS ABGNOPRS PROBANG, surgical rod [n] 

PROBATED ABDEOPRT PROBATE, to establish validity of [v] 

PROBATES ABEOPRST PROBATE, to establish validity of [v] 

PROBLEMS BELMOPRS PROBLEM, perplexing question or situation [n] 

PROCAINE ACEINOPR compound used as local anesthetic [n -S] 

PROCARPS ACOPPRRS PROCARP, female sexual organ in certain algae [n] 

PROCEEDS CDEEOPRS PROCEED, to go forward or onward [v] 

PROCHAIN ACHINOPR prochein (nearest in time, relation, or degree) [adj] 

PROCHEIN CEHINOPR nearest in time, relation, or degree [adj] 

PROCLAIM ACILMOPR to make known publicly or officially [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROCTORS COOPRRST PROCTOR, to supervise [v] 

PROCURAL ACLOPRRU act of procuring (to obtain by effort) [n -S] 

PROCURED CDEOPRRU PROCURE, to obtain by effort [v] 

PROCURER CEOPRRRU one that procures (to obtain by effort) [n -S] 

PROCURES CEOPRRSU PROCURE, to obtain by effort [v] 

PRODDERS DDEOPRRS PRODDER, one that prods (to jab with something pointed) [n] 

PRODDING DDGINOPR PROD, to jab with something pointed [v] 

PRODIGAL ADGILOPR one who spends lavishly and foolishly [n -S] 

PRODROME DEMOOPRR sign of impending disease [n -MATA, -S] 

PRODRUGS DGOPRRSU PRODRUG, inactive chemical substance that becomes active drug in body [n] 

PRODUCED CDDEOPRU PRODUCE, to bring into existence [v] 

PRODUCER CDEOPRRU one that produces (to bring into existence) [n -S] 

PRODUCES CDEOPRSU PRODUCE, to bring into existence [v] 

PRODUCTS CDOPRSTU PRODUCT, something produced by labor or effort [n] 
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PROEMIAL AEILMOPR PROEM, introductory statement [adj] 

PROETTES EEOPRSTT PROETTE, female professional athlete [n] 

PROFANED ADEFNOPR PROFANE, to treat with irreverence or abuse [v] 

PROFANER AEFNOPRR one that profanes (to treat with irreverence or abuse) [n -S] 

PROFANES AEFNOPRS PROFANE, to treat with irreverence or abuse [v] 

PROFFERS EFFOPRRS PROFFER, to present for acceptance [v] 

PROFILED DEFILOPR PROFILE, to draw outline of [v] 

PROFILER EFILOPRR one that profiles (to draw outline of) [n -S] 

PROFILES EFILOPRS PROFILE, to draw outline of [v] 

PROFITED DEFIOPRT PROFIT, to gain advantage or benefit [v] 

PROFITER EFIOPRRT one that profits (to gain advantage or benefit) [n -S] 

PROFORMA AFMOOPRR provided in advance of shipment and showing description and quantity [adj] 

PROFOUND DFNOOPRU intellectually deep and penetrating [adj -ER, -EST] / something that is very deep [n -S] 

PROGERIA AEGIOPRR premature aging [n -S] 

PROGGERS EGGOPRRS PROGGER, one that progs (to prowl about for food or plunder) [n] 

PROGGING GGGINOPR PROG, to prowl about for food or plunder [v] 

PROGNOSE EGNOOPRS to forecast probable course of disease [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROGRADE ADEGOPRR pertaining to orbital motion of body [adj] 

PROGRAMS AGMOPRRS PROGRAM, to arrange in plan of proceedings [v] 

PROGRESS EGOPRRSS to move forward or onward [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

PROHIBIT BHIIOPRT to forbid by authority [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROJECTS CEJOPRST PROJECT, to extend outward [v] 

PROLABOR ABLOOPRR favoring organized labor [adj] 

PROLAMIN AILMNOPR simple protein [n -S] 

PROLAPSE AELOPPRS to fall or slip out of place [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PROLIFIC CFIILOPR producing abundantly [adj] 

PROLINES EILNOPRS PROLINE, amino acid [n] 

PROLIXLY ILLOPRXY PROLIX, tediously long and wordy [adv] 

PROLOGED DEGLOOPR PROLOG, to prologue (to preface (to provide with introductory statement)) [v] 

PROLOGUE EGLOOPRU to preface (to provide with introductory statement) [v -D, -UING, -S] 

PROLONGE EGLNOOPR rope used for pulling gun carriage [n -S] 

PROLONGS GLNOOPRS PROLONG, to lengthen in duration [v] 

PROMINES EIMNOPRS PROMINE, substance that promotes growth [n] 

PROMISED DEIMOPRS PROMISE, to make declaration of assurance [v] 

PROMISEE EEIMOPRS one who is promised something [n -S] 

PROMISER EIMOPRRS promisor (one that promises (to make declaration of assurance)) [n -S] 

PROMISES EIMOPRSS PROMISE, to make declaration of assurance [v] 

PROMISOR IMOOPRRS one that promises (to make declaration of assurance) [n -S] 

PROMOING GIMNOOPR PROMO, to promote (to contribute to progress of) [v] 

PROMOTED DEMOOPRT PROMOTE, to contribute to progress of [v] 

PROMOTER EMOOPRRT one that promotes (to contribute to progress of) [n -S] 

PROMOTES EMOOPRST PROMOTE, to contribute to progress of [v] 

PROMOTOR MOOOPRRT chemical additive that increases activity of catalyst [n -S] 

PROMPTED DEMOPPRT PROMPT, to induce to action [v] 

PROMPTER EMOPPRRT one that prompts (to induce to action) [n -S] / PROMPT, quick to act or respond [adj] 

PROMPTLY LMOPPRTY in prompt (quick to act or respond) manner [adv] 

PROMULGE EGLMOPRU to proclaim (to make known publicly or officially) [v -D, -GING, -S] 
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PRONATED ADENOPRT PRONATE, to turn palm downward or backward [v] 

PRONATES AENOPRST PRONATE, to turn palm downward or backward [v] 

PRONATOR ANOOPRRT forearm or forelimb muscle [n -ES, -S] 

PRONGING GGINNOPR PRONG, to pierce with pointed projection [v] 

PRONOTUM MNOOPRTU hard outer plate of insect [n -TA] 

PRONOUNS NNOOPRSU PRONOUN, word that may be used in place of noun [n] 

PROOFERS EFOOPRRS PROOFER, one that proofs (to examine for errors) [n] 

PROOFING FGINOOPR PROOF, to examine for errors [v] 

PROPANES AENOPPRS PROPANE, flammable gas [n] 

PROPANOL ALNOOPPR liquid alcohol used as solvent [n -S] 

PROPENDS DENOPPRS PROPEND, to have tendency toward [v] 

PROPENES EENOPPRS PROPENE, flammable gas [n] 

PROPENOL ELNOOPPR flammable liquid [n -S] 

PROPENSE EENOPPRS tending toward [adj] 

PROPENYL ELNOPPRY pertaining to certain chemical group [adj] 

PROPERER EEOPPRRR PROPER, suitable (appropriate) [adj] 

PROPERLY ELOPPRRY PROPER, suitable (appropriate) [adv] 

PROPERTY EOPPRRTY something owned [n -TIES] 

PROPHAGE AEGHOPPR form of virus [n -S] 

PROPHASE AEHOPPRS first stage in mitosis [n -S] 

PROPHECY CEHOPPRY prediction [n -CIES] 

PROPHESY EHOPPRSY to predict (to tell of or about in advance) [v -SIED, -ING, -SIES] 

PROPHETS EHOPPRST PROPHET, one who predicts [n] 

PROPINED DEINOPPR PROPINE, to offer as gift [v] 

PROPINES EINOPPRS PROPINE, to offer as gift [v] 

PROPJETS EJOPPRST PROPJET, type of airplane (winged aircraft propelled by jet engines or propellers) [n] 

PROPOLIS ILOOPPRS resinous substance used as cement by bees [n -ES] 

PROPONED DENOOPPR PROPONE, to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v] 

PROPONES ENOOPPRS PROPONE, to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v] 

PROPOSAL ALOOPPRS something that is proposed [n -S] 

PROPOSED DEOOPPRS PROPOSE, to put forward for consideration or acceptance [v] 

PROPOSER EOOPPRRS one that proposes (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [n -S] 

PROPOSES EOOPPRSS PROPOSE, to put forward for consideration or acceptance [v] 

PROPOUND DNOOPPRU to propose (to put forward for consideration or acceptance) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROPPING GINOPPPR PROP, to keep from falling [v] 

PROPRIUM IMOPPRRU attribute belonging inseparably to every member of species [n -IA] 

PROPYLIC CILOPPRY PROPYL, univalent radical [adj] 

PROPYLON LNOOPPRY entrance to temple [n -LA] 

PROPYNES ENOPPRSY PROPYNE, gaseous methyl acetylene [n] 

PRORATED ADEOPRRT PRORATE, to divide proportionately [v] 

PRORATES AEOPRRST PRORATE, to divide proportionately [v] 

PROROGUE EGOOPRRU to discontinue session of [v -D, -GING, -S] 

PROSAISM AIMOPRSS prosaic style [n -S] 

PROSAIST AIOPRSST writer of prose [n -S] 

PROSECCO CCEOOPRS Italian sparkling wine [n -S] 

PROSECTS CEOPRSST PROSECT, to dissect (to cut apart for scientific examination) [v] 

PROSIEST EIOPRSST PROSY, prosaic (pertaining to prose) [adj] 
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PROSODIC CDIOOPRS PROSODY, study of poetical forms [adj] 

PROSOMAL ALMOOPRS PROSOMA, anterior region of body of some invertebrates [adj] 

PROSOMAS AMOOPRSS PROSOMA, anterior region of body of some invertebrates [n] 

PROSPECT CEOPPRST to explore for mineral deposits [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROSPERS EOPPRRSS PROSPER, to be successful or fortunate [v] 

PROSSIES EIOPRSSS PROSSIE, prostitute [n] 

PROSTATE AEOPRSTT gland in male mammals [n -S] 

PROSTIES EIOPRSST PROSTIE, prostitute [n] 

PROSTYLE ELOPRSTY building having row of columns across front only [n -S] 

PROSUMER EMOPRRSU one who buys electronic products that are in quality between consumer and professional grades [n -S] 

PROTAMIN AIMNOPRT simple protein [n -S] 

PROTASES AEOPRSST PROTASIS, introductory part of classical drama [n] 

PROTASIS AIOPRSST introductory part of classical drama [n -SES]  

PROTATIC ACIOPRTT PROTASIS, introductory part of classical drama [adj] 

PROTEANS AENOPRST PROTEAN, type of protein (organic compound) [n] 

PROTEASE AEEOPRST enzyme (complex protein) [n -S] 

PROTECTS CEOPRSTT PROTECT, to keep from harm, attack, or injury [v] 

PROTEGEE EEEGOPRT female protege [n -S] 

PROTEGES EEGOPRST PROTEGE, one whose career is promoted by influential person [n] 

PROTEIDE DEEIOPRT proteid (protein (nitrogenous organic compound)) [n -S] 

PROTEIDS DEIOPRST PROTEID, protein (nitrogenous organic compound) [n] 

PROTEINS EINOPRST PROTEIN, nitrogenous organic compound [n] 

PROTENDS DENOPRST PROTEND, to extend (to stretch out to full length) [v] 

PROTEOME EEMOOPRT complement of proteins expressed by genome [n -S] 

PROTEOSE EEOOPRST water-soluble protein [n -S] 

PROTESTS EOPRSSTT PROTEST, to express strong objection [v] 

PROTISTS IOPRSSTT PROTIST, any of group of unicellular organisms [n] 

PROTIUMS IMOPRSTU PROTIUM, isotope of hydrogen [n] 

PROTOCOL CLOOOPRT to form preliminary draft of official document [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

PROTONIC CINOOPRT PROTON, subatomic particle [adj] 

PROTOPOD DOOOPPRT part of crustacean appendage [n -S] 

PROTOXID DIOOPRTX oxide (binary compound of oxygen with another element or radical) [n -S] 

PROTOZOA AOOOPRTZ unicellular microscopic organisms [n PROTOZOA] 

PROTRACT ACOPRRTT to prolong (to lengthen in duration) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROTRADE ADEOPRRT favoring international trade [adj] 

PROTRUDE DEOPRRTU to extend beyond main portion [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PROTURAN ANOPRRTU any of order of white, wingless insects [n -S] 

PROTYLES ELOPRSTY PROTYLE, hypothetical substance from which all elements are supposedly derived [n] 

PROUDEST DEOPRSTU PROUD, having or displaying pride [adj] 

PROUDFUL DFLOPRUU prideful (full of pride) [adj] 

PROUNION INNOOPRU favoring labor unions [adj] 

PROVABLE ABELOPRV PROVE, to establish truth or validity of [adj] 

PROVABLY ABLOPRVY PROVE, to establish truth or validity of [adv] 

PROVENLY ELNOPRVY without doubt [adv] 

PROVERBS BEOPRRSV PROVERB, to make byword of [v] 

PROVIDED DDEIOPRV PROVIDE, to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v] 

PROVIDER DEIOPRRV one that provides (to supply (to furnish with what is needed)) [n -S] 
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PROVIDES DEIOPRSV PROVIDE, to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v] 

PROVINCE CEINOPRV administrative division of country [n -S] 

PROVIRAL AILOPRRV PROVIRUS, form of virus [adj] 

PROVIRUS IOPRRSUV form of virus [n -ES]  

PROVISOS IOOPRSSV PROVISO, clause in document introducing condition or restriction [n] 

PROVOKED DEKOOPRV PROVOKE, to incite to anger or resentment [v] 

PROVOKER EKOOPRRV one that provokes (to incite to anger or resentment) [n -S] 

PROVOKES EKOOPRSV PROVOKE, to incite to anger or resentment [v] 

PROVOSTS OOPRSSTV PROVOST, high-ranking university official [n] 

PROWLERS ELOPRRSW PROWLER, one that prowls (to move about stealthily) [n] 

PROWLING GILNOPRW PROWL, to move about stealthily [v] 

PROXEMIC CEIMOPRX pertaining to branch of environmental study [adj] 

PROXIMAL AILMOPRX located near point of origin [adj] 

PRUDENCE CDEENPRU quality of being prudent (having, showing, or exercising good judgment) [n -S] 

PRUINOSE EINOPRSU having powdery covering [adj] 

PRUNABLE ABELNPRU PRUNE, to cut off branches or parts from [adj] 

PRUNELLA AELLNPRU strong woolen fabric [n -S] 

PRUNELLE EELLNPRU plum-flavored liqueur [n -S] 

PRUNELLO ELLNOPRU prunella (strong woolen fabric) [n -S] 

PRUNIEST EINPRSTU PRUNEY, resembling prune [adj] 

PRUNUSES ENPRSSUU PRUNUS, flowering tree [n] 

PRURIENT EINPRRTU having lustful thoughts or desires [adj] 

PRURIGOS GIOPRRSU PRURIGO, skin disease [n] 

PRURITIC CIIPRRTU PRURITUS, intense itching [adj] 

PRURITUS IPRRSTUU intense itching [n -ES] 

PRYINGLY GILNPRYY PRY, to inquire impertinently into private matters [adv] 

PSALMING AGILMNPS PSALM, to praise in psalms (sacred songs) [v] 

PSALMIST AILMPSST writer of psalms [n -S] 

PSALMODY ADLMOPSY use of psalms in worship [n -DIES] 

PSALTERS AELPRSST PSALTER, book of psalms [n] 

PSALTERY AELPRSTY ancient stringed musical instrument [n -RIES] 

PSAMMITE AEIMMPST fine-grained rock [n -S] 

PSAMMONS AMMNOPSS PSAMMON, group of microorganisms living in waterlogged sands [n] 

PSCHENTS CEHNPSST PSCHENT, crown worn by ancient Egyptian kings [n] 

PSEPHITE EEHIPPST rock composed of small pebbles [n -S] 

PSHAWING AGHINPSW PSHAW, to utter expression of disapproval [v] 

PSILOCIN CIILNOPS hallucinogenic drug [n -S] 

PSILOSES EILOPSSS PSILOSIS, tropical disease [n] 

PSILOSIS IILOPSSS tropical disease [n -SES] 

PSILOTIC CIILOPST PSILOSIS, tropical disease [adj] 

PSORALEA AAELOPRS plant of bean family [n -S] 

PSORALEN AELNOPRS drug used to treat psoriasis [n -S] 

PSYCHICS CCHIPSSY PSYCHIC, one sensitive to extrasensory phenomena [n] 

PSYCHING CGHINPSY PSYCH, to put into proper frame of mind [v] 

PSYCHISM CHIMPSSY belief that there is fluid that animates all living beings [n -S] 

PSYLLIDS DILLPSSY PSYLLID, psylla (any of various plant lice) [n] 

PSYLLIUM ILLMPSUY seed of fleawort [n -S] 
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PTEROPOD DEOOPPRT type of mollusk (any of phylum of soft-bodied invertebrates) [n -S] 

PTERYGIA AEGIPRTY fleshy growths over cornea [n PTERYGIA] 

PTERYLAE AEELPRTY PTERYLA, feathered area on skin of bird [n] 

PTOMAINE AEIMNOPT compound produced by decomposition of protein [n -S] 

PTOMAINS AIMNOPST PTOMAIN, ptomaine (compound produced by decomposition of protein) [n] 

PTYALINS AILNPSTY PTYALIN, salivary enzyme [n] 

PTYALISM AILMPSTY excessive flow of saliva [n -S] 

PUBBINGS BBGINPSU PUBBING, practice of drinking in pubs [n] 

PUBERTAL ABELPRTU PUBERTY, period of sexual maturation [adj] 

PUBLICAN ABCILNPU one who owns or manages pub [n -S] 

PUBLICLY BCILLPUY by public [adv] 

PUCCOONS CCNOOPSU PUCCOON, herb that yields red dye [n] 

PUCKERED CDEEKPRU PUCKER, to gather into small wrinkles or folds [v] 

PUCKERER CEEKPRRU one that puckers (to gather into small wrinkles or folds) [n -S] 

PUCKSTER CEKPRSTU hockey player [n -S] 

PUDDINGS DDGINPSU PUDDING, thick, soft dessert [n] 

PUDDINGY DDGINPUY resembling pudding (thick, soft dessert) [adj] 

PUDDLERS DDELPRSU PUDDLER, one who subjects iron to puddling [n] 

PUDDLIER DDEILPRU PUDDLY, full of puddles [adj] 

PUDDLING DDGILNPU process of converting pig iron to wrought iron [n -S] / PUDDLE, to strew with puddles (small pools of water) [v] 

PUDENDAL ADDELNPU PUDENDUM, external genital organs of woman [adj] 

PUDENDUM DDEMNPUU external genital organs of woman [n -DA]  

PUDGIEST DEGIPSTU PUDGY, short and fat [adj] 

PUDIBUND BDDINPUU prudish (marked by prudery) [adj] 

PUERPERA AEEPPRRU woman who has recently given birth to child [n -E] 

PUFFBACK ABCFFKPU small African bird [n -S] 

PUFFBALL ABFFLLPU any of various globular fungi [n -S] 

PUFFBIRD BDFFIPRU stocky tropical American bird [n -S] 

PUFFIEST EFFIPSTU PUFFY, swollen [adj] 

PUGAREES AEEGPRSU PUGAREE, pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n] 

PUGGAREE AEEGGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

PUGGIEST EGGIPSTU PUGGY, puggish (somewhat stubby) [adj] 

PUGGINGS GGGINPSU PUGGING, act of preparing clay for making bricks or pottery [n] 

PUGGREES EEGGPRSU PUGGREE, pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n] 

PUGGRIES EGGIPRSU PUGGRY, pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n] 

PUGILISM GIILMPSU art or practice of fighting with fists [n -S] 

PUGILIST GIILPSTU one who fights with his fists [n -S] 

PUGMARKS AGKMPRSU PUGMARK, footprint [n] 

PUISSANT AINPSSTU powerful (possessing great force) [adj] 

PULICENE CEEILNPU pertaining to fleas (parasitic insect) [adj] 

PULICIDE CDEIILPU agent used for destroying fleas [n -S] 

PULINGLY GILLNPUY in whining manner [adv] 

PULLBACK ABCKLLPU restraint or drawback [n -S] 

PULLEYED DEELLPUY PULLEY, to hoist with pulley (device used for lifting weight) [v] 

PULLMANS ALLMNPSU PULLMAN, railroad sleeping car [n] 

PULLOUTS LLOPSTUU PULLOUT, withdrawal [n] 

PULLOVER ELLOPRUV garment that is put on by being drawn over head [n -S] 
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PULMONIC CILMNOPU pertaining to lungs (respiratory organ) [adj] 

PULMOTOR LMOOPRTU respiratory device [n -S] 

PULPALLY ALLLPPUY PULPAL, pertaining to pulp [adv] 

PULPIEST EILPPSTU PULPY, resembling pulp [adj] 

PULPINGS GILNPPSU PULPING, process of reducing to pulp [n] 

PULPITAL AILLPPTU PULPIT, platform in church [adj] 

PULPLESS ELLPPSSU having no pulp [adj] 

PULPWOOD DLOOPPUW soft wood used in making paper [n -S] 

PULSATED ADELPSTU PULSATE, to expand and contract rhythmically [v] 

PULSATES AELPSSTU PULSATE, to expand and contract rhythmically [v] 

PULSATOR ALOPRSTU something that pulsates (to expand and contract rhythmically) [n -S] 

PULSEJET EEJLPSTU type of engine [n -S] 

PULSIONS ILNOPSSU PULSION, propulsion [n] 

PULSOJET EJLOPSTU pulsejet (type of engine) [n -S] 

PULTRUDE DELPRTUU to make plastic object by drawing resin-coated glass fibers through die [v -D, -DING, -S] 

PULVILLI IILLLPUV pads between claws of insect's foot [n PULVILLI] 

PULVINAR AILNPRUV PULVINUS, swelling at base of leaf [adj] 

PULVINUS ILNPSUUV swelling at base of leaf [n -NI]  

PUMICERS CEIMPRSU PUMICER, one that pumices (to polish with porous volcanic rock) [n] 

PUMICING CGIIMNPU PUMICE, to polish with porous volcanic rock [v] 

PUMICITE CEIIMPTU porous volcanic rock [n -S] 

PUMMELED DEELMMPU PUMMEL, to pommel (to strike with fists) [v] 

PUMMELOS ELMMOPSU PUMMELO, shaddock (citrus fruit) [n] 

PUMPABLE ABELMPPU PUMP, to cause to flow by means of pump (device for moving fluids) [adj] 

PUMPJACK ACJKMPPU pumping apparatus at oil well [n -S] 

PUMPKINS IKMNPPSU PUMPKIN, large, edible fruit [n] 

PUMPLESS ELMPPSSU lacking pump [adj] 

PUMPLIKE EIKLMPPU resembling pump [adj] 

PUNCHEON CEHNNOPU vertical supporting timber [n -S] 

PUNCHERS CEHNPRSU PUNCHER, one that punches (to perforate with type of tool) [n] 

PUNCHIER CEHINPRU PUNCHY, dazed [adj] 

PUNCHILY CHILNPUY PUNCHY, dazed [adv] 

PUNCHING CGHINNPU PUNCH, to perforate with type of tool [v] 

PUNCHOUT CHNOPTUU fist fight [n -S] 

PUNCTATE ACENPTTU covered with dots [adj] 

PUNCTUAL ACLNPTUU being on time [adj] 

PUNCTURE CENPRTUU to pierce with pointed object [v -D, -RING, -S] 

PUNDITIC CDIINPTU PUNDIT, Hindu scholar [adj] 

PUNDITRY DINPRTUY learning of pundits [n -RIES] 

PUNGENCY CEGNNPUY state of being pungent (sharply affecting organs of taste or smell) [n -CIES] 

PUNGLING GGILNNPU PUNGLE, to contribute [v] 

PUNINESS EINNPSSU state of being puny (of inferior size, strength, or significance) [n -ES] 

PUNISHED DEHINPSU PUNISH, to impose penalty on in requital for wrongdoing [v] 

PUNISHER EHINPRSU one that punishes (to impose penalty on in requital for wrongdoing) [n -S] 

PUNISHES EHINPSSU PUNISH, to impose penalty on in requital for wrongdoing [v] 

PUNITION IINNOPTU act of punishing; punishment [n -S] 

PUNITIVE EIINPTUV inflicting punishment [adj] 
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PUNITORY INOPRTUY punitive (inflicting punishment) [adj] 

PUNKETTE EEKNPTTU female punk rocker [n -S] 

PUNKIEST EIKNPSTU PUNKY, resembling punk (dry, decayed wood used as tinder) [adj] 

PUNNIEST EINNPSTU PUNNY, being or involving pun [adj] 

PUNNINGS GINNNPSU PUNNING, act of making pun [n] 

PUNSTERS ENPRSSTU PUNSTER, one who is given to punning [n] 

PUPARIAL AAILPPRU PUPARIUM, pupal shell [adj] 

PUPARIUM AIMPPRUU pupal shell [n -IA]  

PUPATING AGINPPTU PUPATE, to pass through pupal stage [v] 

PUPATION AINOPPTU act of pupating (to pass through pupal stage) [n -S] 

PUPILAGE AEGILPPU state of being pupil (student under close supervision of teacher) [n -S] 

PUPILARY AILPPRUY pupilar (pertaining to part of eye) [adj] 

PUPPETRY EPPPRTUY art of making or manipulating puppets [n -RIES] 

PUPPYDOM DMOPPPUY world of puppies [n -S] 

PUPPYISH HIPPPSUY PUPPY, young dog [adj] 

PURBLIND BDILNPRU partially blind [adj] 

PURCHASE ACEHPRSU to acquire by payment of money [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PUREBRED BDEEPRRU animal of unmixed stock [n -S] 

PUREEING EEGINPRU PUREE, to reduce to thick pulp by cooking and sieving [v] 

PURENESS EENPRSSU quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n -ES] 

PURFLERS EFLPRRSU PURFLER, one that purfles (to decorate border of) [n] 

PURFLING FGILNPRU ornamental border [n -S] / PURFLE, to decorate border of [v] 

PURGINGS GGINPRSU PURGING, act of purifying (to free from impurities) [n] 

PURIFIED DEFIIPRU PURIFY, to free from impurities [v] 

PURIFIER EFIIPRRU one that purifies (to free from impurities) [n -S] 

PURIFIES EFIIPRSU PURIFY, to free from impurities [v] 

PURISTIC CIIPRSTU PURIST, one who practices purism (strict adherence to traditional correctness) [adj] 

PURITANS AINPRSTU PURITAN, rigorously moral or religious person [n] 

PURITIES EIIPRSTU PURITY, quality of being pure (free from anything different, inferior, or contaminating) [n] 

PURLIEUS EILPRSUU PURLIEU, outlying or neighboring area [n] 

PURLIEUX EILPRUUX PURLIEU, outlying or neighboring area [n] 

PURLINES EILNPRSU PURLINE, purlin (horizontal supporting timber) [n] 

PURLINGS GILNPRSU PURLING, inversion of stitches in knitting [n] 

PURLOINS ILNOPRSU PURLOIN, to steal (to take without right or permission) [v] 

PURPLEST ELPPRSTU PURPLE, of color intermediate between red and blue [adj] 

PURPLING GILNPPRU PURPLE, to make purple [v] 

PURPLISH HILPPRSU somewhat purple [adj] 

PURPORTS OPPRRSTU PURPORT, to profess or claim [v] 

PURPOSED DEOPPRSU PURPOSE, to resolve to perform or accomplish [v] 

PURPOSES EOPPRSSU PURPOSE, to resolve to perform or accomplish [v] 

PURPURAS APPRRSUU PURPURA, disease characterized by purple spots on skin [n] 

PURPURES EPPRRSUU PURPURE, heraldic color purple [n] 

PURPURIC CIPPRRUU pertaining to purpura (disease characterized by purple spots on skin) [adj] 

PURPURIN INPPRRUU reddish dye [n -S] 

PURSIEST EIPRSSTU PURSY, short of breath [adj] 

PURSLANE AELNPRSU common garden herb [n -S] 

PURSUANT ANPRSTUU in accordance [adv] 
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PURSUERS EPRRSSUU PURSUER, one that pursues (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n] 

PURSUING GINPRSUU PURSUE, to follow in order to overtake or capture [v] 

PURSUITS IPRSSTUU PURSUIT, act of pursuing (to follow in order to overtake or capture) [n] 

PURTIEST EIPRSTTU PURTY, pretty (pleasing to eye) [adj] 

PURULENT ELNPRTUU secreting pus (viscous fluid formed in infected tissue) [adj] 

PURVEYED DEEPRUVY PURVEY, to supply (to furnish with what is needed) [v] 

PURVEYOR EOPRRUVY one that purveys (to supply (to furnish with what is needed)) [n -S] 

PURVIEWS EIPRSUVW PURVIEW, extent of operation, authority, or concern [n] 

PUSHBACK ABCHKPSU negative or unfavorable response [n -S] 

PUSHBALL ABHLLPSU type of ball game [n -S] 

PUSHCART ACHPRSTU light cart pushed by hand [n -S] 

PUSHDOWN DHNOPSUW store of computer data [n -S] 

PUSHIEST EHIPSSTU PUSHY, offensively aggressive [adj] 

PUSHOVER EHOPRSUV easily defeated person or team [n -S] 

PUSHPINS HINPPSSU PUSHPIN, large-headed pin [n] 

PUSHRODS DHOPRSSU PUSHROD, rod for operating valves in engine [n] 

PUSSIEST EIPSSSTU PUSSY, full of pus [adj] 

PUSSLEYS ELPSSSUY PUSSLEY, purslane (common garden herb) [n] 

PUSSLIES EILPSSSU PUSSLY, pussley (purslane (common garden herb)) [n] 

PUSSLIKE EIKLPSSU catlike (resembling cat; stealthy; silent) [adj] 

PUSSYCAT ACPSSTUY cat [n -S] 

PUSTULAR ALPRSTUU PUSTULE, small elevation of skin containing pus [adj] 

PUSTULED DELPSTUU PUSTULE, small elevation of skin containing pus [adj] 

PUSTULES ELPSSTUU PUSTULE, small elevation of skin containing pus [n] 

PUTAMENS AEMNPSTU PUTAMEN, hard covering of kernel of certain fruits [n] 

PUTAMINA AAIMNPTU PUTAMEN, hard covering of kernel of certain fruits [n] 

PUTATIVE AEIPTTUV generally regarded as such [adj] 

PUTDOWNS DNOPSTUW PUTDOWN, disparaging or snubbing remark [n] 

PUTLOCKS CKLOPSTU PUTLOCK, putlog (horizontal supporting timber) [n] 

PUTRIDLY DILPRTUY PUTRID, being in decomposed, foul-smelling state [adv] 

PUTSCHES CEHPSSTU PUTSCH, suddenly executed attempt to overthrow government [n] 

PUTTERED DEEPRTTU PUTTER, to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner [v] 

PUTTERER EEPRRTTU one that putters (to occupy oneself in leisurely or ineffective manner) [n -S] 

PUTTIERS EIPRSTTU PUTTIER, one that putties (to fill with type of cement) [n] 

PUTTYING GINPTTUY PUTTY, to fill with type of cement [v] 

PUZZLERS ELPRSUZZ PUZZLER, something that puzzles (to cause uncertainty and indecision in) [n] 

PUZZLING GILNPUZZ PUZZLE, to cause uncertainty and indecision in [v] 

PYAEMIAS AAEIMPSY PYAEMIA, pyemia (presence of pus in blood) [n] 

PYCNIDIA ACDIINPY spore-bearing organs of certain fungi [n PYCNIDIA] 

PYCNOSES CENOPSSY PYCNOSIS, pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus) [n] 

PYCNOSIS CINOPSSY pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell) [n -SES] 

PYCNOTIC CCINOPTY pyknotic (exhibiting pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus)) [adj] 

PYELITIC CEIILPTY PYELITIS, inflammation of pelvis or kidney [adj] 

PYELITIS EIILPSTY inflammation of pelvis or kidney [n -ES] 

PYGIDIAL ADGIILPY PYGIDIUM, posterior region of certain invertebrates [adj] 

PYGIDIUM DGIIMPUY posterior region of certain invertebrates [n -IA] 

PYGMAEAN AAEGMNPY PYGMY, small person [adj] 
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PYGMYISH GHIMPSYY PYGMY, small person [adj] 

PYGMYISM GIMMPSYY stunted or dwarfish condition [n -S] 

PYKNOSES EKNOPSSY PYKNOSIS, shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus [n] 

PYKNOSIS IKNOPSSY shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus [n -SES] 

PYKNOTIC CIKNOPTY exhibiting pyknosis (shrinking and thickening of cell nucleus) [adj] 

PYODERMA ADEMOPRY pus-causing skin disease [n -S] 

PYOGENIC CEGINOPY producing pus (viscous fluid formed in infected tissue) [adj] 

PYORRHEA AEHOPRRY discharge of pus [n -S] 

PYRALIDS ADILPRSY PYRALID, long-legged moth [n] 

PYRAMIDS ADIMPRSY PYRAMID, to raise or increase by adding amounts gradually [v] 

PYRANOID ADINOPRY PYRAN, chemical compound [adj] 

PYRANOSE AENOPRSY simple sugar [n -S] 

PYRENOID DEINOPRY protein body of certain lower organisms [n -S] 

PYREXIAL AEILPRXY PYREXIA, fever [adj] 

PYREXIAS AEIPRSXY PYREXIA, fever [n] 

PYRIDINE DEIINPRY flammable liquid [n -S] 

PYRIFORM FIMOPRRY pear-shaped [adj] 

PYRITISE EIIPRSTY to pyritize (to convert into pyrite) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PYRITIZE EIIPRTYZ to convert into pyrite [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYRITOUS IOPRSTUY PYRITE, metallic sulfide [adj] 

PYROGENS EGNOPRSY PYROGEN, substance that produces fever [n] 

PYROGIES EGIOPRSY PYROGY, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n] 

PYROHIES EHIOPRSY PYROHY, pierogi (small dumpling with filling) [n] 

PYROLIZE EILOPRYZ to pyrolyze (to affect compounds by application of heat) [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYROLOGY GLOOPRYY scientific examination of materials by heat [n -GIES] 

PYROLYSE ELOPRSYY to pyrolyze (to affect compounds by application of heat) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

PYROLYZE ELOPRYYZ to affect compounds by application of heat [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

PYRONINE EINNOPRY dye [n -S] 

PYROSTAT AOPRSTTY thermostat [n -S] 

PYROXENE EENOPRXY any of group of minerals common in igneous rocks [n -S] 

PYRRHICS CHIPRRSY PYRRHIC, type of metrical foot [n] 

PYRROLES ELOPRRSY PYRROLE, chemical compound [n] 

PYRROLIC CILOPRRY PYRROLE, chemical compound [adj] 

PYRUVATE AEPRTUVY chemical salt [n -S] 

PYTHONIC CHINOPTY PYTHON, large snake [adj] 

PYXIDIUM DIIMPUXY type of seed vessel [n -IA] 
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